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Master Infor products. Maximize your potential.
Only by understanding the wide-ranging potential of your Infor solution can you tap into its full
value for your business. Better training leads to a higher return on your technology investment.
Infor Education gets you there with targeted training solutions.

Training is structured into role-based paths, across three tiers.
Please note: an icon in front of each course in the list denotes that course’s corresponding tier.

Fundamental Classes
These provide a product
overview including the
purpose, benefits and business
value of the system.

Training Type
Fundamental

Use Classes
These equip students with the
skills and knowledge necessary
to effectively use the system.

Training Content
Overview
Core Functionality

Use
Advanced Functionalit y
Implementation

Administration
Installation
Configuration
Integration
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Customer
User

System
Admin

Implementation Classes
These accelerate the
implementation of Infor
software, from installing and
configuring the product to
integrating it with other systems.

Pre Sales
Consultant

Business
Consultant

Technical
Consultant

Support
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Learn on your terms, on your time.
Users can learn wherever, whenever, through our flexible training options.

Instructor-led Classes
These provide in-depth
training in your office or at
an Infor education site.

Instructor-led
Virtual Classes
These offer the possibility
to take both private and
public classes from your own
desk with the support of
an instructor.

Self-paced eLearning
This option allows each
user to learn on his or
her own schedule

In the catalog the courses are structured into different sections for instructor-led
versus self-paced eLearning. All instructor-led courses can be held face-to-face, and
in most cases can also be run as a virtual class. We know that budgets and timelines
can present obstacles to taking traditional classroom training. That is why we offer
high-quality virtual classes, eliminating the need for you to spend part of your training
budget on airfare or hotel. Infor’s self-paced eLearning courses also supplement the
classroom experience. We provide online courses you can access from your desktop
anytime, anywhere, further reducing your cost of travel.
Any course can be run as a private class to your employees, but many are also
included in our public training schedule. Public classes are scheduled to be delivered
either face-to-face or virtually. Each class has a limited number of seats. Prices are set
per person, per day. The courses are led by certified instructors, featuring
instructionally sound course material and training environments suited to hands-on
exercises. For more details please look at the latest schedule on
www.infor.com/education.
You can retrieve additional information about each course and register for training by
using the hyperlink on each course name. Please note, you must be a Campus
customer to use this service.
Note: Throughout this document reference to v7x, v10x or v13x indicates that a
course is appropriate for any sub-version of M3 versions 7, 10 and 13 respectively.
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M3 Foundation
Course Name

Hours

Description
Instructor-led

M3: v13x
Introducing the
Solution

This course allows users to gain an understanding of the operational
activities necessary to run the core functions of the company as an
integrated business solution. This training is for version(s): 13.1 and all
previous versions.

8

M3: v13x
Manufacturing
Foundation with
Smart Office Introduction

Manufacturing Foundation provides learners with knowledge on how Infor
M3 manages and integrates the business processes of a manufacturing
company. This course takes a hands-on approach that allows users to
gain an understanding of the operational activities necessary to run the
core functions of a manufacturing company as an integrated business
solution. The learners execute basic functions, learn the different settings
and work through scenarios that illustrate available functionality. This
training is applicable for the following Infor M3 version(s): 13.1 and later
versions.

32

Infor Smart Office is an interface to your Infor M3 applications. It is an
information workplace that lets you customize forms and lists and
collaborate with co-workers. This course is a 4 hour instructor-led course
presented from the user perspective and it’s applicable for Infor Smart
Office 10.1 (SoHo UI) and Infor M3 BE 13.1.

4

M3: v13x Using
Smart Office Advanced

Infor Smart Office delivers an intuitive user interface that allows userspecific customization and personalization that puts the right tools and
information on every user's screen. Infor ION Enterprise Search (IES) is a
deeply integrated, intuitive, simple-to-use search application for Infor and
non-Infor data to help organizations search and find relevant information
securely and quickly. This course is a 4 hour instructor-led course
presented from the user perspective and it’s applicable for Infor Smart
Office 10.1 (SoHo UI) and Infor M3 BE 13.1.

4

M3: v13x
Processing Ad
Hoc Reports

Infor M3 Ad Hoc Reporting is a tool that enables the creation of operational
reports and listings direct from the Infor M3 application database. Ad hoc
reporting further reduces the need to modify or invest in developing
replacements for standard Infor M3 operational reports in order to
personalize the output from Infor M3. In addition, it also avoids the
inappropriate use of advanced business intelligence or analytic tools to
satisfy relatively simple operational needs, and manages access and
security using standard Infor M3 user security and privilege levels.

8

M3: Introducing
the Solution
(v10x)

This course provides learners with knowledge on how Infor M3 manages
and integrates the business processes of a company. This course allows
users to gain an understanding of the operational activities necessary to
run the core functions of the company as an integrated business solution.

8

M3: v10x Using
Smart Office Introduction

An introduction to Smart Office - an interface to your Infor M3 applications.
It is an information workplace that lets you customize forms and lists and
collaborate with co-workers.

4

M3: v13x
Using Smart
Office Introduction

M3: v10x
Learning the
Fundamentals for
Manufacturing

Icon Key:
4

This course provides learners with knowledge on how Infor M3 manages
and integrates the business processes of a manufacturing company. This
course takes a hands-on approach that allows users to gain an
understanding of the operational activities necessary to run the core
functions of a manufacturing company as an integrated business solution.
The learners execute basic functions, learn the different settings and work
through scenarios that illustrate available functionality
Fundamental Class

Use Class
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M3: v10x
Using Smart
Office Advanced
M3: v10x
Processing Ad
Hoc Reports

M3: v10x
Learning the
M3
Fundamentals

Learn how to personalize Smart Office and put the right tools and
information on every user's screen, and how to search and find relevant
information securely and quickly using Infor ION Enterprise Search (IES),
a simple-to-use search application for Infor and non-Infor data.

4

Infor M3 Ad Hoc Reporting is a tool that enables the creation of operational
reports and listings direct from the Infor M3 application database. With the
Ad Hoc reporting tool, Infor M3 users can manage the design,
development, storage, execution and scheduling of user defined reports.
All output is delivered in standard XML format to allow choice and flexibility
in its end use.

4

This program covers how M3 manages and integrates the business
processes of a manufacturing company. In the class, learners will execute
basic functions, learn the different settings and work through scenarios
that illustrate available functionality. Learners will also learn to make the
best use of Lawson Smart Office user interface through personalization
that enables to adapt the user interface to the different business
processes. They will also be able perform intuitive, simple-to-use search
application for all Lawson data – similar to Google. Mashup Designer is an
M3 and external source remix tool that helps build horizontal, processoriented screens. This means that the tool makes it possible to combine
information from several external and M3 sources and also to display
selected fields from different panels on one screen. Learners will also learn
how successfully create and implement Mashup by using the Mashup
Designer tool. In the SQL course, they will learn how to query a database,
the correct syntax to do it, more advanced syntax involving multiple tables
and ends with how they can export the data from Infor M3. It also covers
how to create, update and delete tables and records. M3 Ad Hoc
Reporting is a tool that enables the creation of operational reports and
listings direct from the M3 application database. Learners will learn how to
design, develop, store, execute and schedule user defined reports, which
are delivered in standard XML format.

72

Self-paced eLearning
Infor Smart Office is an interface to your Lawson applications. It is an
information workplace that lets you customize forms and lists and
collaborate with coworkers. Infor Smart Office also leverages Microsoft
Office applications such as Word and Excel.

4

M3: v10x Using
Smart Office Advanced

Infor Smart Office delivers an intuitive user interface that allows userspecific customization and personalization that puts the right tools and
information on every user's screen. Infor M3 Enterprise Search is a deeply
integrated, intuitive, simple-to-use search application for Infor and nonLawson data to help organizations search and find relevant information
securely and quickly.

4

M3: v10x Getting
a Smarter Office

The course is on the introduction level with the aim to give you examples
of what can be done and hopefully inspire you to start using these features
and tools to get more out of your Infor Smart Office installation. You will
experience a new way of working, where Infor M3 becomes event driven
and proactive in a way that you wouldn’t get without these tools. As part of
the demonstration you will be shown how the tools can be implemented
and at the end of the course you will be guided where you can learn more
about each tool.

2

Infor M3 Ad Hoc Reporting is a tool that enables the creation of operational

2

M3: v10x
Using Smart
Office Introduction

M3: v10x
Introducing Ad
Hoc Reports
Icon Key:
5

reports and listings direct from the Infor M3 application database.
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M3: v7x Using
Smart Client Introduction

This course will explain how to redefine your Infor M3 application
interactions with easy-to-implement, user-specific customizations by using
the Infor Smart Client.

4

M3: v7x Using
Smart Client Advanced

This course will explain how to redefine your Infor M3 application
interactions with easy-to-implement, user-specific customizations by using
the Infor Smart Client.

4

M3: v7x Using
Smart Client for
Workplace Users

This course, aimed for Workplace users, will explain how to redefine your
Infor M3 application interactions with easy-to-implement, user-specific
customizations by using the Infor Smart Client.

3

M3: v5x-v7x
Differences Training Package

This is a package of courses within Infor M3 covering differences between
version5.2 and 7.1.

58

Icon Key:
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M3 Enterprise Financial Management
Course Name

Hours

Description
Instructor-led

M3: v10x
Processing
General Ledger

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 General Ledger. This helps you to perform daily, periodic and
yearly routines, verify general ledger transactions, and monitor
performance with help of balance keys and the balance file.

16

M3: v10x
Configuring
General Ledger

This course is designed for learners who wish to get the best use of the
General Ledger functionality of Infor M3. The course addresses a series of
design questions to consider during configuration and covers the main
programs used to implement the configuration once the needs are defined.

8

M3: v10x
Processing
Accounts
Payable

This course will help you to effectively use Infor M3 Accounts Payable. It
will help you process supplier invoices, match invoices to purchase orders,
process manual and automated supplier payments, and monitor accounts
payable.

8

M3: v10x
Configuring
Accounts
Payable

This course is designed for learners who wish to get the best use of the
Accounts Payable functionality of M3. The course addresses a series of
design questions to consider during configuration and covers the main
programs used to implement the configuration once the needs are defined.

8

M3: v10x
Processing
Accounts
Receivable

This course will help you effectively use M3 Accounts Receivable. It will
help you to process manual customer invoices and customer payments,
manage customer debts, and print different types of documents for
customer follow-up.

8

M3: v10x
Configuring
Accounts
Receivable

This course is designed for learners who want to effectively use M3
Accounts Receivable. The course addresses a series of design questions
to consider during configuration and covers the main programs used to
implement the configuration once the needs are defined.

8

M3: v10x
Processing
Costing and
Internal
Accounting

This course will provide you with a thorough understanding of M3 Financial
Controlling including internal accounting and purchase, distribution, and
product costing.

24

M3: v10x Using
Report Generator

This course is designed for learners who want to effectively use M3 Report
Generator.

8

M3: v10x
Processing Fixed
Assets

This course covers fixed asset management in M3.

8

M3: v10x
Implementing
Costing Toolbox

This course provides better visibility of the cost and contribution margin,
enabling you to compare costs for different kinds of products not only side
by side, but across facilities and divisions. This course will provide the
information and practice you need to successfully implement and use Infor
M3 Costing Toolbox.

4

Icon Key:
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0.1 and
Infor
M3 Infor
Course Catalog

Self-paced eLearning
Note: These simulations are captured in Infor M3 7.1 and in most cases applicable for Infor M3 1
M3 13.1. Screenshots in these simulations may contain fields entitled Inquiry type and Panel version. In later
releases these fields are called Sorting order and View respectively, but the functionality is identical.
Course Name

Hours

Description
Accounts Payable

M3: v7x
Checking and
Control of
Invoices

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 Accounts Payable with focus on how to process supplier invoices
and perform an invoice match to purchase orders.

4

M3: v7x Paying
Supplier Invoices

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 Accounts Payable with focus on how to process manual and
automated supplier payments.

2

M3: v7x
Monitoring
Accounts
Payable

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 Accounts Payable with focus on how to monitor the accounts
payable.

2

Accounts Receivable
M3: v7x
Managing
Invoices and
Payments

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 Accounts Receivable. This helps you to process manual customer
invoices and customer payments.

4

M3: v7x
Managing
Customer Debts

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 Accounts Receivable. This helps you to manage customer debts.

2

M3: v7x
Monitoring
Accounts
Receivable

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 Accounts Receivable. This helps you to display the Accounts
Receivable and print different types of documents for customer follow-up.

2

General Ledger
M3: v7x
Performing Daily
Routines

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 General Ledger. You will practice to work with various voucher
type.

4

M3: v7x
Performing
Periodic
Routines

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 General Ledger. You will practice to perform periodic routines
such as manual reservations, recurring journal entries, account allocation,
expense accrual and period closing. This helps you to perform daily,
periodic and yearly routines, verify general ledger transactions, and
monitor performance with help of balance keys and the balance file.

4

M3: v7x
Performing
Yearly Routines

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use M3
General Ledger. You will practice to perform yearly routines that appear at
the end of the fiscal year.

2

M3: v7x
Performing
Reconciliations

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use M3
General Ledger. You will practice to reconcile transactions and external
documents against your general ledger.

2

Icon Key:
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M3: v7x Verifying
General Ledger
Updates

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 General Ledger. This helps you verify general ledger transactions
due to daily, periodic and yearly routines.

2

M3: v7x
Monitoring
General Ledger

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 General Ledger. This helps you monitor performance with help of
balance keys and the balance file.

2

Course Name

Description

Hours
Report Generator

M3: v7x Defining
Financial Reports

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 Report Generator. You will practice to design report templates
that in turn are used to create financial reports such as balance sheet,
profit and loss and cost center reports.

2

M3: v7x
Performing
Financial
Reporting

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 Report Generator. You will practice to generate and review
financial reports.

6

Distribution Costing and Accounting
M3: v7x
Configuring
Distribution
Costing

This course will provide you with an understanding of the distribution
costing and accounting in Infor M3. You will practice to configure the basic
settings including the creation of a costing model.

2

M3: v7x
Performing
Distribution
Costing

This course will provide you with an understanding of the distribution
costing and accounting in Infor M3. You will practice to analyze the cost of
standard costed items and calculate the cost of your distributed items.

3

M3: v7x
Processing
Internal
Accounting for
Distribution

This course will provide you with an understanding of the distribution
costing and accounting in Infor M3. You will practice the internal
accounting when processing a distribution order.

3

Product Costing and Accounting
M3: v7x
Performing
Product Costing

This course will provide you with an understanding of the product costing
and accounting in Infor M3. You will create an item and a cost model. Then
you will calculate and analyze the product costs.

2

M3: v7x
Performing Cost
Accounting for
Manufacturing

This course will provide you with an understanding of the product costing
and accounting in Infor M3. You will get an overview of cost accounting
and the key design consideration related to internal accounting entries.
You will define the main settings for cost accounting. You will process a
manufacturing order and follow-up the cost accounting in connection to the
order.

3

Icon Key:
9
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Hours

Course Name

Description

M3: v7x
Processing Order
Costing

This course will provide you with an understanding of the product costing
and accounting in Infor M3. Infor M3 order costing allows you to track the
detailed cost of a manufacturing order and, if you are using standard or
dynamic costing, to compare the actual cost versus the standard.

1

M3: v7x
Performing Cost
Accounting for
Inventory Control

This course will provide you with an understanding of the product costing
and accounting in Infor M3. You will practice internal accounting
transaction such as stock issue, stock receipts, physical inventory,
reclassification, re-costing, and re-valuation of the inventory.

2

Purchase Costing and Accounting
M3: v7x
Configurating
Purchase
Costing
M3:
v7x

This course will provide you with an understanding of the purchase costing
and accounting in Infor M3. You will practice to configure the basic settings
including the creation of a costing model.

2

M3: v7x
Performing
Purchase
Costing

This course will provide you with an understanding of the purchase costing
and accounting in Infor M3. You will practice to analyze the cost of
standard and average costed items and you will calculate the cost of your
purchased items.

3

M3: v7x
Processing
Internal
Accounting for
Purchasing

This course will provide you with an understanding of the purchase costing
and accounting in Infor M3. You will practice the internal accounting when
processing a purchase order.

3

Icon Key:
10
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M3 Supply Chain Management
Course Name

Hours

Description
Instructor-led

M3: v13x
Processing
Warehouse
Management and
Distribution
Orders

This course covers an overview of warehouse management and
distribution orders management including such topics as processing goods
receiving flow and using other methods of goods receiving. This training is
for version(s): 13.1 and later versions

32

M3: v10x
Processing
Distribution
Order

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 Distribution Order Processing. This helps you to support the
movement of goods from one warehouse to another.

8

M3: v10x
Configuring
Distribution
Order

This course will help you get the best use of the Distribution Orders
functionality of Infor M3. The course addresses a series of design
questions to consider during configuration and covers the main programs
used to implement the configuration once needs are defined.

8

M3: v10x
Processing
Warehouse
Management

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 Warehouse Management. This helps you to support all functions
directly or indirectly related to logistics at your company.

24

M3: v10x
Configuring
Warehouse
Management

This course covers the Lot and Allocation Control functionality of Infor M3.
It addresses a series of design questions to consider during configuration,
as well as the main programs used to implement the configuration once
business and system needs are defined.

16

M3: v10x
Implementing
Package
Management

The purpose of the package management functionality is to be able to
manage package as a logistical and storable unit throughout the normal
logistical flow within a warehouse.

4

M3: v10x
Implementing
Delivery
Regrouping

In this course, you will learn how Delivery Regrouping can help you to
strengthen your company’s competitive advantage by simplification and
increased flexibility and visibility, as well as intelligent automation. The
goal of this course is to successfully implement and use Infor M3 10.1
Delivery Regrouping.

4

M3: v10x
Processing Lot
and Allocation
Control

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 Lot and Allocation control. This helps you to manage the disposal
and tracing of inventory balances for all types of products from simple
stock keeping units to lot controlled products.

8

M3: v10x
Configuring Lot
and Allocation
Control

This course will help you get the most from the Lot and Allocation Control
functionality of Infor M3. The course addresses a series of design
questions to consider during configuration and covers the main programs
used to implement the configuration once the needs are defined.

16

M3: v10x
Processing
Tactical and
Operational
Planning

This course covers how to effectively use Infor M3 Tactical and
Operational Planning, which is a powerful toolbox for managing the
planning, scheduling and fulfilment of the extended supply chain.

24

Icon Key:
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Hours

Course Name

Description

M3: v10x
Configuring
Tactical and
Operational
Planning

This course will show you how to make the best use of the Tactical and
Operational Planning functionality of Infor M3. The course addresses a
series of design questions to consider during configuration and covers the
main programs used to implement the configuration once the needs are
defined.

16

M3: v10x
Implementing
Inventory
Leveling

M3 10.1 Inventory Leveling functionality is a way to automatically move
existing excess goods to where they are better suited. The inventory
leveling is based on target and maximum stock values which can be
defined both as quantities and as coverage days.

4

M3: v10x
Processing
Forecasts

This course explains how you can get the most out of the Infor M3
forecasting module. M3 offers a powerful toolbox for managing the
forecasting of products at different planning levels and different levels of
complexity.

24

M3: v10x
Implementing
Supply Chain
Order

In this course, you will learn how SCOs strengthen your company’s
competitive advantage by simplifying and increasing flexibility, visibility,
and intelligent automation. The goal of this course is to implement and use
M3 10.1 Supply Chain Orders (SCO) successfully.

4

M3: v10x
Processing
Purchase Order

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 Purchase Order Processing. This helps you to efficiently support
aspects of procurement such as identifying what to buy, requisitioning and
purchase order processing.

24

M3: v10x
Configuring
Purchase Orders

This course addresses a series of design questions to consider during
configuration of the Supplier Purchase Management functionality of Infor
M3. The course and covers the main programs used to implement the
configuration once the needs are defined.

16

Self-paced eLearning
Note: These simulations are captured in Infor M3 7.1 and in most cases applicable for Infor M3 10.1 and Infor
M3 13.1. Screenshots in these simulations may contain fields entitled Inquiry type and Panel version. In later
releases these fields are called Sorting order and View respectively, but the functionality is identical.
M3: v5x Supply
Chain
Management Training Package

M3: Learning M3 5.2 Supply Chain Management (Training Material
Package).

M3: v10x
Managing the
Demand Planner

The goal of demand planning is to increase forecast accuracy, align crossfunctional goals and enable more accurate supply planning. The return on
investment comes from an improved customer service level, a reduced
stock level, improved supply planning and lower operating costs. Lawson
M3 Demand Planner (DMP) is a powerful tool that supports a collaborative
workflow for reviewing sales forecasts and capturing market intelligence.
Integrated forecast engine supports a large number of automatic forecast
methods and competitive forecasting helps customers find the best fit
among methods. Dynamic grouping and data aggregation enables
customers to manipulate demand and forecast. Favorite views and
exception management provide filtering and settings to guide users to their
preferred information view. Demand Planner supports the generation of
more accurate, one number, consensus forecasts to improve delivery
performance, reduce finished goods inventory and avoid product
obsolescence.

Icon Key:
12
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Hours

Course Name

Description

M3: v10x
Processing
Package
Management

Package management is handled as an additional package so it can be
used together with QuickStep solutions where it has not been setup. The
package management area is organized in four parts: Master data,
Inpound processes, warehouse activities, and outbound processes.

3

Warehouse Management
M3: v7x Defining
Inventory
Structures

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to define inventory
structures in Infor M3.

2

M3: v7x Defining
Items

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to define items in
Infor M3.

2

M3: v7x
Managing
Location
Replenishment
and Movement

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to manage location
replenishment and movement in Infor M3.

2

M3: v7x
Managing
Requisition
Orders

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to manage
requisition orders in Infor M3.

2

M3: v7x Taking
Physical
Inventory

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to take a physical
inventory in Infor M3.

2

M3: v7x
Displaying Item
and Balance
Information

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to display item and
balance information in Infor M3.

2

M3: v7x Defining
and Displaying
Item Statistics

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to define and
display item statistics in Infor M3.

2

M3: v7x Defining
Dispatch
Handling

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to define the
dispatch handling in Infor M3.

3

M3: v7x
Performing Pack
Reporting

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to perform pack
reporting in Infor M3.

3

M3: v7x
Performing Wave
Picking

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to perform wave
picking in Infor M3.

2

M3: v7x
Processing
Cross-Dock
Items

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to cross-dock items
in Infor M3.

2

Lot and Allocation Control
M3: v7x
Managing
Automatic
Allocation
Icon Key:
13

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 Lot and Allocation control with focus on automatic allocation. This
helps you to manage the disposal and tracing of inventory balances for all
types of products from simple stock keeping units to lot controlled
products.
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Hours

Course Name

Description

M3: v7x
Managing
Manual
Allocation

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 Lot and Allocation control with focus on manual allocation. This
helps you to manage the disposal and tracing of inventory balances for all
types of products from simple stock keeping units to lot controlled
products.

2

M3: v7x
Managing PreAllocation

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 Lot and Allocation control with focus on pre-allocation. This helps
you to manage the disposal and tracing of inventory balances for all types
of products from simple stock keeping units to lot controlled products.

2

M3: v7x
Managing
Allocation Stop

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 Lot and Allocation control with focus on allocation stop. This helps
you to manage the disposal and tracing of inventory balances for all types
of products from simple stock keeping units to lot controlled products.

3

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 Lot and Allocation control with focus on lot handling. This helps
you to manage the disposal and tracing of inventory balances for all types
of products from simple stock keeping units to lot controlled products.

3

M3: v7x
Using Lot
Handling

Distribution Order Processing
M3: v7x
Processing
Distribution
Orders

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to process a
distribution order, including the necessary setup. This helps you to bring
increased speed and quality to your supply chain, which means reduced
costs and improved delivery precision and credibility.

4

M3: v7x Using
Other Methods of
Goods Receiving

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to use other
methods of goods receiving in the distribution order flow. This helps you to
bring increased speed and quality to your supply chain, which means
reduced costs and improved delivery precision and credibility.

2

Procurement

M3: v7x
Processing
Purchase Orders

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 Purchase Order Processing. By the end of this course you will be
able to list the parameters and basic data that must be done before
processing a purchase order, create a planned purchase order, monitor
and release a planned purchase order, manage and print a purchase
order, report goods receipt, and release multiple planned purchase orders
to create a single purchase order for one supplier.

4

M3: v7x Making
Additions to the
Ordering Process

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 Purchase Order Processing. By the end of this course you will be
able to create and manage purchase requisitions, create and manage
purchase inquiries, and use purchase order batch entry.

3

M3: v7x
Managing
Purchase
Authorization

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 Purchase Order Processing. By the end of this course you will be
able to authorize planned purchase orders, purchase orders, and released
planned purchase orders.

2

M3: v7x
Monitoring
Purchase Orders

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 Purchase Order Processing. By the end of this course you will be
able to report purchase order confirmation, report shipment advise, report
transport notification for a purchase order, and use a monitoring list to
follow-up purchase orders.
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Hours

Course Name

Description

M3: v7x
Processing
Goods Receiving
Flows

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 Purchase Order Processing. By the end of this course you will be
able to report goods with direct put-away, quality inspection after direct
put-away, quality inspection before or after put-away, and quality
inspection results other than fully-approved.

4

M3: v7x
Performing
Extended Quality
Inspection

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 Purchase Order Processing. By the end of this course you will be
able to perform extended quality inspection tasks, and create and use
quality inspection plans.

3

M3: v7x
Managing Claims

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 Purchase Order Processing. By the end of this course you will be
able to create claims, monitor the claim status, report replacement delivery
and material issue claims, close a claim errand, report supplementary
delivery claims; report credit to issue claims, report cost of repair claims,
and manually create claims.

3

M3: v7x
Creating
Supplier
Statistics and
Evaluations

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 Purchase Order Processing. By the end of this course you will be
able to create and display purchase and supplier statistics, create supplier
classifications and perform quality audits, and perform an ABC quality
classification.

2

Tactical and Operational Planning

M3: v7x
Performing
Demand
Planning

The tactical and operational planning module in Infor M3 offers a powerful
toolbox for managing the planning, scheduling and fulfillment of the
extended supply chain. Using tactical and operational planning increases
visibility and improves material flow throughout the supply chain. At the
same time, it frees up capital tied up in inventories and increases resource
utilization, resulting in optimized service levels and maximum profitability.
This course will focus on how to perform demand planning.

4

M3: v7x
Performing
Supply Planning

The tactical and operational planning module in Infor M3 offers a powerful
toolbox for managing the planning, scheduling and fulfillment of the
extended supply chain. Using tactical and operational planning increases
visibility and improves material flow throughout the supply chain. At the
same time, it frees up capital tied up in inventories and increases resource
utilization, resulting in optimized service levels and maximum profitability.
This course will focus on how to perform supply planning.

2

M3: v7x
Balancing Supply
and Demand

The tactical and operational planning module in Infor M3 offers a powerful
toolbox for managing the planning, scheduling and fulfillment of the
extended supply chain. Using tactical and operational planning increases
visibility and improves material flow throughout the supply chain. At the
same time, it frees up capital tied up in inventories and increases resource
utilization, resulting in optimized service levels and maximum profitability.
This course will focus on how to balance the supply and demand. This
course will focus on how to perform supply planning.

4

M3: v7x
Establishing and
Communicating
Master
Production
Schedules (MPS)

Icon Key:
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The tactical and operational planning module in Infor M3 offers a powerful
toolbox for managing the planning, scheduling and fulfillment of the
extended supply chain. Using tactical and operational planning increases
visibility and improves material flow throughout the supply chain. At the
same time, it frees up capital tied up in inventories and increases resource
utilization, resulting in optimized service levels and maximum profitability.
This course will focus on how to establish and communicate a Master
Production Schedule.
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M3: v7x
Calculating
Material
Requirements
(MRP)

The tactical and operational planning module in Infor M3 offers a powerful
toolbox for managing the planning, scheduling and fulfillment of the
extended supply chain. Using tactical and operational planning increases
visibility and improves material flow throughout the supply chain. At the
same time, it frees up capital tied up in inventories and increases resource
utilization, resulting in optimized service levels and maximum profitability.
This course will focus on how to calculate material requirements.

6

M3: v7x
Calculating
Capacity
Requirements
(CRP)

The tactical and operational planning module in Infor M3 offers a powerful
toolbox for managing the planning, scheduling and fulfillment of the
extended supply chain. Using tactical and operational planning increases
visibility and improves material flow throughout the supply chain. At the
same time, it frees up capital tied up in inventories and increases resource
utilization, resulting in optimized service levels and maximum profitability.
This course will focus on how to perform capacity requirements planning.

2

M3: v7x
Communicating
the Material and
Capacity
Requirements
Plans

The tactical and operational planning module in Infor M3 offers a powerful
toolbox for managing the planning, scheduling and fulfillment of the
extended supply chain. Using tactical and operational planning increases
visibility and improves material flow throughout the supply chain. At the
same time, it frees up capital tied up in inventories and increases resource
utilization, resulting in optimized service levels and maximum profitability.
This course will focus on how to communicate the material and capacity
requirements plans.

2
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M3 Manufacturing Operations
Course Name

Hours

Description
Instructor-led

M3: v13x
Processing
Manufacturing
Orders

The purpose of this course is to provide training in how use the main
functions of the manufacturing management process and how Infor M3
supports these functions. The training is applicable for Infor M3 version
13.1 and or later.

16

M3: v10x
Processing
Manufacturing
Orders

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 Manufacturing Order Processing. This helps you to achieve high
customer service, low working capital levels, and optimum utilization of
resources.

16

M3: v10x
Configuring
Manufacturing
Order

This course will help you effectively use the Manufacturing Operations
functionality of Infor M3. The course addresses a series of design
questions to consider during configuration and covers the main programs
used to implement the configuration once the needs are defined.

16

Self-paced eLearning
Note: These simulations are captured in Infor M3 7.1 and in most cases applicable for Infor M3 10.1 and Infor
M3 13.1. Screenshots in these simulations may contain fields entitled Inquiry type and Panel version. In later
releases these fields are called Sorting order and View respectively, but the functionality is identical.
M3: v7x
Processing Basic
Manufacturing
Orders

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 Manufacturing Order Processing with focus on the processing of
a basic manufacturing order. This helps you to achieve high customer
service, low working capital levels, and optimum utilization of resources.

4

M3: v7x
Scheduling
Manufacturing

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 Manufacturing Order Processing with focus on the scheduling.
This helps you to achieve high customer service, low working capital
levels, and optimum utilization of resources.

2

M3: v7x
Managing
Manufacturing
Orders

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 Manufacturing Order Processing with focus on how to manage a
manufacturing order. This helps you to achieve high customer service, low
working capital levels, and optimum utilization of resources.

6

M3: v7x Defining
Subcontracted
Operations

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to effectively use
Infor M3 Manufacturing Order Processing with focus on subcontracted
operations. This helps you to achieve high customer service, low working
capital levels, and optimum utilization of resources.

4
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M3 Customer Sales and Service
Course Name

Hours

Description
Instructor-led

M3: v13x
Configuring and
Using Customer
LifeCycle
Management
(CLM)

This course introduces the Customer Lifecycle Management (CLM), the
Infor M3 Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system. CLM is
tightly integrated with Infor M3 and is the single access point to all
customer related data. During this course you will learn how CLM supports
the Sales Process and how it allows you to configure it to meet your requirements.

16

M3: v13x
Processing
Customer Orders

The purpose of this course is to provide basic instruction related to
customer order processing. This training is applicable for the following
Infor M3 version(s): 13.1 and later versions.

24

M3: v10x
Processing
Customer Orders

This three-day course provides learners with knowledge on how to
effectively use Infor M3 Customer Order Processing. This helps you to
customize and streamline your ordering process so that it only includes
activities that add customer value, thereby maximizing customer
satisfaction and minimizing administration costs.

24

M3: v10x
Configuring
Customer Orders

This one-day course is designed for learners who wish to get the best use
of the Customer Order Management functionality of Infor M3. The course
addresses a series of design questions to consider during configuration.
and covers the main programs used to implement the configuration once
the needs are defined.

8

M3: Processing
Bulk Orders

This half-day course is a response to a requirement from our customers
whose own customers ask them to guarantee availability of a quantity of
product for a future time period without being specific about when within
that period they will actually request delivery. The goal of this course is to
successfully implement and use Infor M3 10.1 Bulk Orders.

4

M3: Processing
Service Orders

This three-day course provides learners with knowledge on how to
effectively use Infor M3 Service Order Processing Module.

24

Self-paced eLearning
Note: These simulations are captured in Infor M3 7.1 and in most cases applicable for Infor M3 10.1 and Infor
M3 13.1. Screenshots in these simulations may contain fields entitled Inquiry type and Panel version. In later
releases these fields are called Sorting order and View respectively, but the functionality is identical.
M3: v13x
Installing
Customer
Lifecycle
Management
(CLM)

The purpose of this course is to provide support to the installation process
of CLM.

1.25

Customer Order Processing
M3: v7x
Processing Basic
Customer Orders

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to process a basic
customer order, including the necessary setup.

4

M3: v7x
Performing Other
Customer Order
Processes

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to process other
customer order processes than the basic order flow.

6
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M3: v7x
Monitoring and
Rescheduling
Customer Orders

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to monitor and
reschedule customer orders.

4

M3: v7x
Managing
Customer Claims

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to manage customer
claims.

4

M3: v7x Defining
Pricing and
Discounts

This course provides learners with knowledge on how to define pricing and
discounts in Infor M3.

6
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M3 System Foundation
Course Name

Description

Hours

System Administration: Instructor-led
M3: v13x
Technology
Overview

This half day course gives you a basic understanding of the M3 technical
framework and of the product offered. The course is designed to
demonstrate the technical architecture of the different components, as well
as explain what they are used for. The course will also discuss the
common terminologies used in the area of Java Foundation and Tools.

4

M3: v13x
Administering the
System Introduction

The purpose of this course is to enable learners to be able to do basic
administration of the Infor M3 Business Engine on all approved platforms.
This training is applicable for Infor M3 version 13.1. This is a 2-day
instructor-led course.

16

M3: v13x
Administering the
System Advanced

The purpose of this course is to develop the knowledge gained in the M3
Administrating the System Introduction course by building on the concepts
covered in the introduction course. It aims to teach the methods used to
manage the more complex areas of an Infor M3 installation. At the end of
this course, learners will be become more self-sufficient in managing their
Infor M3 installation. This training is applicable for Infor M3 version 13.1.
This is a two-day instructor-led course.

16

M3: v13x
Administering
Security

The purpose of this course is to introduce the structure of the Infor M3
Business Engine security model. This training is applicable for the
following Infor M3 version(s): 13.1 and later versions. This course is a twoday instructor-led course.

16

M3: v13x
Administering
LifeCycle
Manager

This one-day course takes a hands-on approach that allows users to gain
an understanding of the tasks required to secure LifeCycle Manager,
download and apply fixes, and administer and maintain Infor M3. Different
types of fixes are described. In the class, participants execute tasks, learn
the standard procedure for applying standard fixes and customer
modifications, and work through scenarios that illustrate the functionality
available.

8

M3: v13x Using
Web Services

The purpose of this course is to provide an introduction to M3 Web
Services Designer, enabling an understanding of the underlying
architecture, and hands-on experience of configuring, modeling, deploying
and testing web services using the M3 Web Services Designer. This
training is applicable for the following Infor M3 Web Services version: 10.3
and later versions. This course is a two-day, instructor-led course.

16

M3: v13x Using
the SmartData
Tool

This course introduces the SmartData Tool, explains what it is used for,
and describes how it works with Infor Web Services to ensure that only
valid data is loaded into the M3 transaction database. This training is for
version(s): M3 version 13 and later versions.

8

M3: v10x
Introducing the
Technology

This course gives you a basic understanding of the M3 technical
framework and of the product offered. The course is designed to
demonstrate the technical architecture of the different components, as well
as explain what they are used for. The course will also discuss the
common terminologies used in the area of Java Foundation and Tools.

8

M3: v10x
Administering the
System Introduction

This course teaches the concepts, structure and basic functionality of the
M3 Business Engine in all approved platforms. Content applies to gridded
M3 versions 10.1 and May 2011 HB and higher.

16
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M3: v10x
Administering the
System Advanced

Thiscourse develops the knowledge gained in the course "M3:
Administration the System - Introduction". By building on the concepts
covered in the introduction course, it aims to teach the methods used to
manage the more complex areas of the installation. Content applies to
gridded M3 versions 10.1 and May 2011 HB and Higher

16

M3: v10x
Administering
Security

This course teaches how to identify your security options at various points
of access, inside or outside core M3. Content applies to gridded M3
versions 10.1 and May 2011 HB and Higher.

16

M3: v10x
Administering
LifeCycle
Manager

This course takes a hands-on approach that allows users to gain an
understanding of the tasks required to secure LifeCycle Manager,
administer fixes, and control and maintain M3. In the class, attendees
execute tasks, learn the standard procedure for fix handling, and work
through scenarios that illustrate the functionality available

8

M3: v10x
Administering
Smart Office

This course covers in detail how system administrators can set up M3
Smart Office for their organization. After this course, the administrator will
be able to edit the profile, edit the settings files, set up and administer ION
Enterprise Search, and have knowledge about how to set up exceptions
using Group Policies.

8

M3: v10x
Administering the
Grid

This course teaches the concepts, structure and basic functionality of the
Grid from an M3 perspective. Content applies to gridded Lawson versions
10.1

24

M3: v10x Using
Web Services

This course will provide you with an introduction to Infor M3 Web Services,
enabling you to understand the architecture, and to configure, model, test
and deploy Web Services using Web Services Studio. Content applies to
9.2.0.0 LWS and above.

16

M3: v10x Using
Smart Data Tool

This course introduces learners to the Lawson SmartData Tool (SDT). It
describes how the tool uses Excel worksheets for its input data, and Infor
Web Services to pass that data into the M3 application.

8

M3: v10x Using
SQL

This course is a complete SQL course that starts from the very beginning
with prerequisites for querying a database, the syntax to do it, more
advanced syntax involving multiple tables and ends with how you can
export your data from Infor M3. It also covers how to create, update and
delete tables and records.

8

Smart Office: Instructor-led
M3: v13x Using
Smart Office Introduction

Infor Smart Office is an interface to your Infor M3 applications. It is an
information workplace that lets you customize forms and lists and
collaborate with co-workers. This course is a 4 hour instructor-led course
presented from the user perspective and it’s applicable for Infor Smart
Office 10.1 (SoHo UI) and Infor M3 BE 13.1.

4

M3: v13x Using
Smart Office Advanced

Infor Smart Office delivers an intuitive user interface that allows userspecific customization and personalization that puts the right tools and
information on every user's screen. Infor ION Enterprise Search (IES) is a
deeply integrated, intuitive, simple-to-use search application for Infor and
non-Infor data to help organizations search and find relevant information
securely and quickly. This course is a 4 hour instructor-led course
presented from the user perspective and it’s applicable for Infor Smart
Office 10.1 (SoHo UI) and Infor M3 BE 13.1.

4

M3: v13x
Processing Ad
Hoc Reports

21
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Infor M3 Ad Hoc Reporting is a tool that enables the creation of operational
reports and listings direct from the Infor M3 application database. Ad hoc
reporting further reduces the need to modify or invest in developing
replacements for standard Infor M3 operational reports in order to personalize
the output from Infor M3. In addition, it also avoids the inappropriate use of
advanced business intelligence or analytic tools to satisfy relatively simple
operational needs, and manages access and security using standard Infor M3
user security and privilege levels.
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M3: v13x
Using and
Administering
ION Enterprise
Search

8

This training is for version(s): v13x and later versions."

M3: v13x
Designing
Mashups Introduction

This course introduces Mashup Designer Mashup Designer is a
development environment for creating mashups from Infor products (for
example, M3 applications, S3 applications or Document Archive
Foundation) or other sources. This training is for version(s): 13.1 and later
versions.

8

M3: v13x
Designing
Mashups Advanced

This course covers the more advanced controls like MI, Custom list, using
a script to trigger a Mashup in a M3 program, localization, and deployment.
This training is for version(s): 13.1 and later versions.

8

M3: v10x Using
Smart Office Introduction

An introduction to Smart Office - an interface to your Infor M3 applications.
It is an information workplace that lets you customize forms and lists and
collaborate with co-workers.

4

M3: v10x Using
Smart Office Advanced

Learn how to personalize Smart Office and put the right tools and
information on every user's screen, and how to search and find relevant
information securely and quickly using Infor ION Enterprise Search (IES),
a simple-to-use search application for Infor and non-Infor data.

4

M3: v10x
Processing Ad
Hoc Reports

Infor M3 Ad Hoc Reporting is a tool that enables the creation of operational
reports and listings direct from the Infor M3 application database. With the
Ad Hoc reporting tool, Infor M3 users can manage the design,
development, storage, execution and scheduling of user defined reports.
All output is delivered in standard XML format to allow choice and flexibility
in its end use.

4

M3: v10x Using
ION Enterprise
Search

This course provides an overview of Lawson Enterprise Search and how to
use and administer it. Lawson Enterprise Search enables learners to
perform intuitive, simple-to-use search application for all Lawson data;
similar to Google.

4

M3: v10x
Designing
Mashups Introduction

This course covers the basic functions of M3 Mashup Designer, an M3 and
external source remix tool that helps build horizontal, process-oriented
screens. This means that the tool makes it possible to combine information
from several external and M3 sources and also to display selected fields
from different panels on one screen.

8

M3: v10x
Designing
Mashups Advanced

This course is for people who have attended the M3: Designing Mashups Introduction course and like to continue building the knowledge around the
Mashup Designer tool; covering more advanced controls like MI, Custom
list, use a script to trigger a Mashup in a M3 program, localization and
deployment..

8

M3: v10x
Developing
Smart Office
Personalized
Script

This course teaches you how to personalize your Smart Office using
personalized Script.

8
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M3: v10x
Programming in
Software
Development Kit
(SDK)

This course covers how to develop Smart Office applications using the
SDK and WPF (Windows Presentation Foundation). It incorporates
instructor demonstrations, hands-on student activities, and practice
sessions on how to create applications and Mashups controls in Visual
Studio, and how to deploy them with some of the unique features in Smart
Office.

16

M3: Managing
Role Based
Security in Smart
Client

Role Based Security in Infor M3 is a course for key users and security
system administrators. Attendees will learn how to set up security in Infor
M3 7.1 and why Infor has chosen this solution.

4

M3: v13x
Installing the
Solution

The purpose of this course is to describe the M3 Business Engine and M3
Foundation components that are required to successfully install an M3
solution on a Windows platform and to explain the steps in the installation
process for each of the components in a common M3 solution.

40

Output Solutions: Instructor-led
M3: v13x
Administering
Documents and
Media

The purpose of this course is to teach you how to set up the distribution of
the M3 reports and documents. This course covers an overview of
managing documents and media, key settings, and troubleshooting output
issues. This training is for version(s): 13.1 and later versions.

8

M3: v13x Using
Output Designer

This course covers how to use StreamServe to design and manage M3
outputs. This training is for version(s) 13.1 of M3 and 5.6 of StreamServe
and later.

24

M3: v10x
Administering
Documents and
Media

This course covers in detail how to administer media in M3 and
troubleshoot the output flow. This requires an understanding of the media
flow and how it is connected to StreamServe, setting up a M3 media flow,
and tracing, deleting and resending an output.

8

M3: v10x Using
the Output
Designer

This course will provide an understanding how the StreamServe software
supports the Infor M3 Output Solution, learning to do customizations to an
M3 output, making both basic and more advanced changes using script,
organizing the document, and troubleshooting the output flow. This course
is created for version 5.4 of SteamServe and M3 10.1, but is also
applicable to all prior versions.

24

System Foundation: Self-paced eLearning

M3: v10x
Introducing the
ION Grid

The course aims to make everyone who works with configuring,
administrating or trouble shooting Infor M3 Solution ION Grid environments
have the same base level of knowledge which should enable them to work
more effectively. After completing this course you should be able to:
Understand and explain what Grid technology is and how it works within
the Infor M3 solution context. Navigate through the ION Grid using
Lifecycle Manager and Grid management pages. Carry out basic
configuration of an ION Grid environment. Carry out basic trouble shooting
within an ION Grid environment including collection of log files.

4

M3: v7x
Introducing
LDAP

This course will cover the basics of Java and the Infor M3 (BE) Java
solution in preparation for working with MAK.

4

M3: v7x
Introducing the
M3 Database

This course is for new Infor M3 database users and it will cover the
structure and content of Infor M3 databases, plus database theory and
how to use various programs for viewing data.

4

M3: v7x
Managing Role
Based Security in
Smart Client

This course is for key users and security system administrators. It will
cover how to set up security in Infor M3 7.1 and why Infor has chosen this
solution.
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M3 Business Process Management
Course Name

Hours

Description
Instructor-led

M3: v13x Using
M3 Enterprise
Collaborator
(MEC)

This course covers what MEC is, MEC internal architecture, how to setup
new partner agreements, import and setup new M3 business messages,
product configuration and maintenance. This training is for version(s): M3
BE 13.1/ MEC 11.4.1 and previous MEC grid versions.

16

M3: v13x
Developing in M3
Enterprise
Collaborator
(MEC)

This course covers an overview on how to develop new business
messages using MEC. This training is for versions: M3 BE 13.1/ MEC
11.4.1 and previous MEC grid versions.

24

M3: v13x
Configuring and
Using Process
Automation

The purpose of this course is to provide hands-on experience using Infor
Process Server, Infor Process Designer, and Infor Rich Client to monitor
and configure IPA, create and modify flows, and access routed work in in
Smart Office Inbasket. This training is for version(s): 13.1 and later
versions.

24

M3: v10x Using
the M3
Enterprise
Collaborator
(MEC)

This course provides you knowledge about what MEC is, MEC internal
architecture, how to setup new partner agreements, import and setup new
M3 Business Messages, product configuration and maintenance. This
course is created for MEC version 10.3.

16

M3: v10x
Developing in M3
Enterprise
Collaborator
(MEC)

This course provides you knowledge about how to modify and create new
mappings for MEC, how MEC uses schemas, incoming and outgoing
Business Messages, Flat-file processing and MEC utilities. You will also
learn how to set up customer defined xml-envelopes. This course is
created for MEC version 10.3.

24

M3: v10x
Implementing
Process
Automation

This course provides practical, hands-on experience using the Process
Designer and Process Server Administrator and is conducted on Process
Automation 10.0.2, with the Landmark application 10.0.2.5 and is bound to
M3 13.1, M3 14.1 and LSO 10.0.4.

24

M3:
Implementing
ProcessFlow
Integrator

ProcessFlow Integrator provides the functionality for business process
automation and integration. This three-day course focuses on providing
practical ProcessFlow building exercises using the ProcessFlow Designer
activity nodes listed below, and the functionality provided in the
ProcessFlow Integrator product version 9.0.3.

24

M3:
Implementing
Smart Office
Improvements

This half-day course will provide the information and practice you need to
successfully personalize Infor M3 Smart Office views as well as search for
information using ION Enterprise Search.

4

M3: v10x Using
the M3
Adaptation Kit
(MAK)

This course covers how to use Eclipse/MAK to modify view definitions,
OUT interfaces, language files and field helps. The course consists of
theoretical instruction mixed with practical exercises.

16

M3: v10x
Programming in
Java

This course gives developers an understanding of how to create different
customizations to Infor M3 Java source Code using M3 Adaptation Kit. The
course consists of theory mixed with practical exercises. One important
prerequisite is the 2-day M3 Adaptation kit (MAK).

64
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M3 Enterprise Performance Management
Course Name

Hours

Description
Instructor-led

M3: v13x
Configuring and
Using Business
Performance
Warehouse

This course covers Infor’s business intelligence applications, including
Business Performance Warehouse and using Infor ViewPoint to build
dynamic reporting dashboards. This training is for version(s) 13.1 and later
versions.

32

M3: v10x Using
LBI

This course will help you develop solutions to operational business
intelligence needs with Lawson Business Intelligence; covering reporting
services, smart notifications, and enterprise framework services.

24

M3: v10x
Introducing the
Technical
Analytics

This course provides learners with an understanding of the technical
aspects of the M3 Analytics solution; for example how to use the data
warehouse tool Business Performance Warehouse (BPW) to install
Business Measurement Models (BMMs), and Microsoft Analysis Services
to install OLAP cubes to facilitate multi-dimensional reporting.

16

M3: v10x
Implementing
Business
Performance
Warehouse

This course covers how to design, build and deploy one M3 Analytics
solution from end to end. The learners will work through understanding a
sales requirement, mapping and designing the solution, building a Data
Warehouse and Star Schema along with ETL job management using Infor
BPW Version 10. In addition to this the learners will build a Microsoft
OLAP cube and Microsoft 2010 Excel dashboard.

16

M3: Using
Crystal Reports

This course covers the basics of the Crystal Reports, key functions and
concepts. In a highly hands-on mode, the course explains how to build
and format reports in Crystal Reports XI R2. This course also discusses
linking, charting and cross tabs, as well as basic architecture and the use
of parameters to tailor reports.

24

Self-paced eLearning

M3: v10x
Introducing
Smart Reports

Icon Key:
25

Reporting is a vital method of deriving value from your ERP system – and
it should be easy to do. Standard reports need to be easy to find, easy to
use and also easy to personalize. Furthermore, when the data they
generate is simple to reuse and distribute, their value increases even
more. To get the most intelligence, you need a streamlined and smart way
of managing and viewing all standard reports in your organization.

Fundamental Class

Use Class

Implementation Class

1

Infor M3 Course Catalog

Stepping-Up to a new version *
Course Name

Description

Hours
M3 Applications: Instructor-led

M3: Application
Foundation
Differences 10.1
to 13x

The purpose of this course is to highlight the new functionality in Infor M3
13.1 within the application foundation area; describe why the features were
created (the problems), how the problems were solved (the solutions), and
the result they will provide (the benefits). The areas covered are: menus
and fields, users, output, search, job scheduling, list panels, bookmarks,
and some other features

8

M3: Financials
Differences 10.1
to 13x

The purpose of this course is to highlight the new functionality in Infor M3
13.1 within the financial area; describe why the features were created (the
problems), how the problems were solved (the solutions), and the result
they will provide (the benefits).

8

M3: Planning and
Manufacturing
Differences 10.1
to 13x

The purpose of this course is to highlight the new functionality in Infor M3
13.1 within the planning and manufacturing area; describe why the
features were created (the problems), how the problems were solved (the
solutions), and the result they will provide (the benefits).

8

M3: Customer
Sales
Differences 10.1
to 13x

The purpose of this course is to highlight the new functionality in Infor M3
13.1 within the sales area; describe why the features were created (the
problems), how the problems were solved (the solutions), and the result
they will provide (the benefits).

8

M3:
Warehousing
and Procurement
Differences 10.1
to 13x

The purpose of this course is to highlight the new functionality in Infor M3
13.1 within the warehousing and procurement area; describe why the
features were created (the problems), how the problems were solved (the
solutions), and the result they will provide (the benefits). The areas
covered are: menus and fields, users, output, search, job scheduling, list
panels, bookmarks, and some other features

8

M3: Equipment
Differences 10.1
to 13x

The purpose of this course is to highlight the new functionality in Infor M3
13.1 within equipment area; describe why the features were created (the
problems), how the problems were solved (the solutions), and the result
they will provide (the benefits).

24

M3 System Foundation: Instructor-led
M3:
Administering the
System
Differences 10.1
to 13x

This course is a short version of the system administration introduction,
advanced and security courses for a customer that upgrades to 13.1 or
later

* These courses are under development.

Icon Key:
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Infor M3 Course Catalog

Industry Specific - Distribution
Course Name

Description

Hours
Distribution: Instructor-led

M3: v10x
Learning the
Fundamentals for
Distribution

This course provides learners with knowledge on how Infor M3 manages
and integrates the business processes of a distribution company. This
course takes a hands-on approach that allows users to gain an
understanding of the operational activities necessary to run the core
functions of a distribution company as an integrated business solution. The
learners execute basic functions, learn the different settings and work
through scenarios that illustrate available functionality.

32

Distribution: Self-paced eLearning
Enterprise Financial Management
M3: v10x
Processing
Accounts
Payable for
Distribution

Accounts Payable is a complete solution for processing invoices and
making payments efficiently and intelligently. The solution handles
complex transactions quickly and automatically, minimizing the need for
manual processing allowing efficient invoice matching and supplier invoice
approval.

2

M3: v10x
Processing
Accounts
Receivable for
Distribution

Accounts Receivable provides complete administration, monitoring and
control of customer invoices, credit and payments. The solution handles
complex transactions quickly and automatically, minimizing the need for
manual processing.

2

M3: v10x
Processing
Finance
(Supporting
Processes) for
Distribution

The financial supporting processes covered in the Quickstep solution
include average costing for purchased items, processing and analysis of
integrated accounting transactions, inventory valuation, sales tax, VAT and
trade statistics, budgeting and financial reporting.

2

M3: v10x
Processing
General Ledger
for Distribution

The General Ledger holds the financial results generated from integrated
transactions and is where further financial information can be processed,
where errors can be corrected and where the financial information can be
viewed and reported upon.

2

M3: v7x
Processing
Finance for
Distribution

These simulations cover activities within the Account Payable process, the
Accounts Receivable process, the General Ledger process, and the
Finance Supporting processes.

4

Supply Chain Management
M3: v10x
Processing
Assembly for
Distribution
M3: v10x
Processing
Distribution
Orders for
Distribution

27

Icon Key:

Distribution companies often need to deliver assembled products to
customers. They don’t keep the assembled products in stock but only the
components, and do the products assembly for answering to customer
needs.
The Distribution Orders process is used when transferring stock from one
warehouse to another warehouse. The most typical case in the distribution
industry is a stock transfer between a main warehouse where the goods
have been received from a supplier and a regional warehouse where small
quantities are kept in stock; but the process applies to all kinds of warehouse
transfers, which may occur for different reasons. The process starts from the
creation of a planned distribution order or from a firm
distribution order and ends with the goods receipt and an internal invoice
between the divisions, if the warehouses belong to different divisions within
the same company.
Fundamental Class

Use Class

Implementation Class

3

2

Infor M3 Course Catalog

Course Name

Description

M3: v10x
Processing
Planning for
Distribution

The demand and supply planning process links the demand for items
taken from forecasts and customer orders to the supply represented by
distribution, purchasing and to a lesser extent in this environment, light
manufacturing or assembly orders. The process starts with establishing
demand through the calculation of sales forecasts based on recent invoice
statistics or through the entry of sales budgets. These expected demand
figures are transferred to a planning forecast used to drive an MRP/DRP
calculation. A series of planned orders for distribution and purchasing are
generated by the planning routine and action messages are assigned to
the detailed planning records to assist a planner in identifying when orders
need to be rescheduled or planned orders released

2

M3: v10x
Processing
Procurement for
Distribution

The purchasing process is made of four different processes or subprocesses: The procurement processs, including direct or indirect
procurement; the goods receiving sub-process, that may be managed in
different ways depending on the goods receiving method; the claiming
sub-process, generally used after the quality inspection task if some goods
have been rejected; and the supporting processes managing activities
such as purchase agreements, transportation time, and so on.

4

M3: v10x
Processing
Supply Chain
Orders for
Distribution

Supply Chain Orders connect several levels of supply and demand
together. The process can start either with the entry of a customer order,
or with the release of a distribution order. Depending on the settings and
existing orders and stock level, a chain of lower level orders may be
created immediately and connected together by a supply chain order
number. The number of levels in the supply chain can be controlled and
the supply chain can be stopped at any level and other planning
techniques such as MRP or re-order point can be used below the supply
chain order. In the QuickStep Distribution solution three typical scenarios
have been configured: Procure to order; Procure to order or to stock; and
Procure to distribute.

3

M3: v10x
Processing
Transportation
Planning for
Distribution

Transport planned customer orders introduce the concept of a “shipment”
where many orders and deliveries can be connected together if they are to
be transported along the same physical route at the same time. These
orders are naturally more complex than normal orders and therefore utilize
additional functionality.

3

M3: v10x
Processing
Warehouse
Management for
Distribution

Many operational processes involve some kind of interaction with inventory
in a warehouse. Receiving purchased goods, replenishing and distributing
items between warehouses, then dispatching those goods to customers all
affect on-hand, available and allocatable stock levels. Effective
management of inventory in the warehouse is therefore essential in
ensuring the smooth running of all the afore-mentioned activities. A
number of key supporting processes have been identified which
specifically relate to typical goods stored in a Distribution warehouse.
Apart from actions directly related to customer, purchase, replenishment
and manufacturing orders, the covered supporting processes must be
managed within the warehouse.

2

M3: Managing
the Demand
Planner (QS10.1)

The goal of demand planning is to increase forecast accuracy, align crossfunctional goals and enable more accurate supply planning. The return on
investment comes from an improved customer service level, a reduced
stock level, improved supply planning and lower operating costs.

2

Icon Key:
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Infor M3 Course Catalog

Course Name

Description

Hours

M3: Processing
Package
Management
(QS10.1)

Package management is handled as an additional package so it can be
used together with QuickStep solutions where it has not been setup. The
package management area is organized in four parts: Master data,
Inpound processes, warehouse activities, and outbound processes.

3

M3: v7x
Processing
Assembly for
Distribution

In these simulations of the assembly process, a picking list is used for
picking components. A combined picking list may be used in order to
group together needs for several manufacturing orders. This is the process
which is explained in these simulations, although individual picking lists
may be used as an alternative. The manufacturing orders are grouped into
schedules; the schedule number is then used as an identity for reporting
the assembled products, thus reducing the number of reporting tasks. The
number of mandatory activities in Infor M3 is limited; many described
activities are optional or automatic.

1

M3: v7x
Processing
Distribution
Orders for
Distribution

Distribution orders may be created for different reasons and using different
processes. Typically, there are main warehouses where the goods are
received from the supplier and regional, smaller, warehouses where the
goods are received from the main warehouse.

2

M3: v7x
Processing
Planning for
Distribution

The demand and supply planning process links the demand for items
taken from forecast and customer orders to the supply represented by
distribution, purchasing and to a lesser extent in this environment,
manufacturing orders. The process starts with establishing demand
through the calculation of sales forecasts based on recent invoice statistics
or through the entry of sales budgets. These expected demand figures are
transferred to a planning forecast used to drive an MRP/DRP calculation.
A series of planning proposals for distribution and purchasing are
generated by the planning routine and action messages are assigned to
the detailed planning records to assist a planner in identifying when orders
need to be rescheduled or planned orders released.

2

M3: v7x
Processing
Purchase Orders
for Distribution

These simulations will cover the four different processes, or subprocesses, within the Purchasing process: The Procurement process is the
main process; The goods reception is a sub-process that can be managed
in different ways depending on the goods receiving method; Claiming is
another sub-process that is generally used after a goods inspection task, if
some goods have been rejected; and finally, the Supporting processes,
cover activities such as transportation time and monitoring etc.

4

M3: v7x
Processing
Warehouse
Management for
Distribution

Many operational processes involve some kind of interaction with inventory
in a warehouse. Receiving purchased goods, taking raw materials and
assembling finished products, then dispatching those goods to customers
and other warehouses all affect on-hand, available and allocatable stock
levels. Effective management of inventory in the warehouse is therefore
essential in ensuring the smooth running of all the afore-mentioned
activities. A number of key supporting processes have been identified
which specially relate to typical goods stored in a Distribution warehouse.

2

Manufacturing Operations
M3: v10x
Processing
Master Data
Management for
Distribution

Icon Key:
29

These supporting processes aim at creating a new item, customer or
supplier and also the establishment of a company structure. Several
activities are needed; they are conducted by several responsible
depending on the company's organization.
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0.5

Infor M3 Course Catalog

Course Name

Description

Hours

M3: v7x
Processing
Master Data
Management for
Distribution

Establish a new item, customer or supplier are supporting processes which
aim at creating a new item, customer or supplier. Several activities are
needed; they are conducted by several responsible depending on the
company's organization.

0.5

Customer Sales and Service

M3: v10x
Processing Buyto-Order for
Distribution

The buy-to-order process is often an important process in the Distribution
Industry, where a purchase order may be raised in order to answer a
special requirement, either for a catalog or for an extended catalog item.
The process starts from the customer order entry which raises planned
purchase orders. The linked customer order and purchase order are
managed up to the supplier invoice matching and the customer order
invoicing. Special features such as extended catalog items, sales and
purchase prices, and different physical flows are fully taken into account.
Some typical scenarios have been described; these are examples which
may be usually encountered; the number of possible scenarios is not
limited.

3

M3: v10x
Processing Cash
Desk Sales for
Distribution

The process starts from a customer order entry where the payment will be
performed at a cash desk. Different alternatives are possible: Enter a
customer order with an immediate and automatic dispatch and invoicing,
and include the payment recording at a cash desk in the customer order
flow. Enter a “normal” customer order and create an advance invoice; its
payment will be recorded at a cash desk and may be integrated in the
customer order flow too. Enter a “normal” customer order and dispatch and
invoice it. Change the invoice properties so that the payment can be
recorded at a cash desk, maybe together with other pending invoices. The
payments are validated, normally once a day, so that they updated the
finance and especially the sales ledger.

1

M3: v10x
Processing Order
Fulfillment
(Supporting
Processes) for
Distribution

Customer order fulfillment is a core process starting with the company
receiving an actual demand from a customer. The process contains
activities from capturing the order, delivering the goods and finally
receiving payment from the customer. It therefore cuts across
organizational boundaries such as customer service, logistics,
warehousing, finance and of course the customer itself. These simulations
describes some of the supporting processes that are particularly pertinent
to the Distribution industry, such as replenishing pick face locations in the
warehouse, the management of backorders and the credit checking.

4

M3: v10x
Processing Order
Fulfillment for
Distribution

Customer order fulfillment is a core process starting with the company
receiving an actual demand from a customer. The process contains
activities from capturing the order, delivering the goods and finally
receiving payment from the customer. It therefore cuts across
organizational boundaries such as customer service, logistics,
warehousing, finance and of course the customer itself. The QuickStep
Distribution configuration is designed to enable all activities within this
process to take place as smoothly and efficiently as possible whilst
retaining all the necessary detail.

3

M3: v10x
Processing Sales
Orders for
Distribution

Icon Key:
30

New customers are usually assigned to an account manager who has
responsibility for setting up the terms and conditions of trade. One of the
main activities in this set up process involves agreeing sales prices for the
items to be purchased by the customer. This might involve assigning a
customer to an existing price list, creating something unique for the
customer, operating discount schemes and even setting up special
agreements. This simulations will illustrate some of the options available and
preconfigured in the QuickStep solution.
Fundamental Class
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3

Infor M3 Course Catalog

Course Name

Description

M3: v7x
Processing Buyto-Order for
Distribution

The purpose of the buy-to-order process is to facilitate the procurement
process during customer order entry by creating a purchase order in the
customer order flow without disrupting the normal order entry, even if a
product does not exist in the company's normal assortment. There are
many possible variants and thus different processes. These scenarios
describe five typical processes which illustrate how to manage the different
processes a company may have.

2

M3: v7x
Processing Cash
Desk Sales for
Distribution

These simulations will illustrate the support of handling cash or check
sales, typical within an "over the counter" operation, but without the need
for a point of sales system. Payment of cash can be recorded against
invoices, and typically the cash desk will be validated against expected
monetary amounts at end of the day.

1

M3: v7x
Processing Order
and Delivery for
Distribution

These simulations cover the activities within the Order Fulfillment process,
including the supporting processes and the managing of transport planned
orders.

8

M3: v7x
Processing
Sales Orders for
Distribution

The Sales processes included in these simulations relate to some specific
after-sales scenarios which often arise in the Distribution industry.

1

Icon Key:
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Infor M3 Course Catalog

Industry Specific - EAM
Course Name

Description

Hours
EAM: Instructor-led

M3: v10x
Learning the
Fundamentals
for EAM

This course provides learners with knowledge on how Infor M3 manages
and integrates the business processes of a plant or facility company. This
course takes a hands-on approach that allows users to gain an
understanding of the operational activities necessary to run the core
functions of a plant or facility as an integrated business solution. The
learners execute basic functions, learn the different settings and work
through scenarios that illustrate available functionality

32

EAM: Self-paced eLearning
Enterprise Asset Management
M3: v10x
Processing Asset
Management for
EAM

The Asset Management process starts with evaluation of collected
equipment statistics. From the statistics different decissions can be taken
to make changes to equipment data, spare parts and services. If you look
at the processes from an Equipment Life Cycle view you will see that parts
of the Asset Management process is the ending point for the equipment
life cycle.

0.5

M3: v10x
Processing
Maintenance
Management for
EAM

The Maintenance Management process starts with the creation of a work
request or a work order. You will see that there is a few different ways to
create work requests and work orders. If you look at the processes from an
Equipment Life Cycle view you will see that in the Maintenance
Management process most of the data for equipment evaluation is
captured. For each work request or work order it can be different levels of
work estimations, work scheduling and approval needed. Each process
step will display what is needed.

3

M3: v10x Using
Asset
Management for
EAM

The Asset Implementation process starts with creation of the position
hierarchy. Positions are the top levels of a hierarchy for a plant or a facility.
It matches a process or production structure or a building layout. If you
look at the processes from an Equipment Life Cycle view you will see that
parts of the Asset Implementation process is the starting point for the
equipment life cycle. It is optional to create spare part lists and technical
data. however services should always be implemented for new equipment.

2

M3: v7x
Processing
Maintenance
Management for
EAM

The Maintenance Management process starts with creation of a work
request or a work order. You will see that there is a few different ways to
create work requests and work orders. If you look at the process from an
Equipment Life Cycle view you will see that in the Maintenance
Management process most of the data for equipment evaluation is
captured. For each work request, or work order, it can be different levels of
work estimation, work scheduling and approval needed. Each process step
will display what is needed.

4

M3: v7x Using
Asset
Management
for EAM

The Asset Implementation process starts with creation of the position
hierarchy. Positions are the top levels of a hierarchy for a plant or a facility.
It matches a process or production structure or a building layout. If you
look at the processes from an Equipment Life Cycle view you will see that
parts of the Asset Implementation process is the starting point for the
equipment life cycle. It is optional to create spare part lists and technical
data. However services should always be implemented for new equipment.

2

Icon Key:
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Infor M3 Course Catalog

Industry Specific - Equipment
Course Name

Description

Hours
Equipment: Instructor-led

M3: v13x
Equipment
Foundation with
Smart Office Introduction

M3: Equipment Foundation provides learners with knowledge on how Infor
M3 manages and integrates the business processes for equipment service
management and rental companies. It allows users to gain an
understanding of the operational activities necessary to run the core
functions as an integrated business solution. In the class, attendees
execute basic functions, learn the different settings and work through
scenarios that illustrate the functionality available. This training is for
version(s): 13.1 and later versions.

40

M3: v13x
Processing
Equipment
Handling for
Equipment

The purpose of this course will show you how to effectively use M3
Equipment Management for the equipment industry and all functions to
configure the equipment. This course covers key configuration
requirements, attribute models, equipment and ‘as-built’ concepts. This
training is for version 13.1 and later versions.

16

M3: v13x
Processing
Service
Management for
Equipment

This course covers all functions directly related to service orders, from the
entry or creation of a service order through invoicing the customer for the
service or services performed. Specifically, the course covers how to
process simple, component, and field service orders as well as, how to set
up warranties for equipment and process external repair orders. This
training is for: 13.1 and later versions.

32

M3: v13x
Processing
Rental
Management for
Equipment

This course covers how rental agreements are processed for the
Equipment Service Management & Rental industry. This training is for
version 13.1 and later versions.

24

M3: v13x
Processing
Leasing
Management for
Equipment

This course covers the leasing functionality available in Infor M3 including
steps for creating a leasing agreement, amending, making price
adjustments and terminating the leasing agreement. This training is for
version13.1 and later versions.

16

M3: v13x
Processing Sales
and Order
Delivery for
Equipment

This course covers how to effectively use M3 Sales and Order Delivery for
the equipment industry, including sales of equipment as well as sales of
spare parts. This training is applicable for the following Infor M3 version:
13.1 and later versions.

24

M3: v13x
Processing
Procurement for
Equipment

The course covers an overview of the main functions of M3 purchase order
processing as it applies in the equipment industry. This training is
applicable for the following Infor M3 versions: 13.1 and later versions. .

16

M3: v13x
Processing
Warehouse and
Inventory
Management for
Equipment

This course covers how to use M3 Warehouse Management including
allocation and lot/Serial management, and distribution order processing.
This course is a three day, instructor-led course. This training is applicable
for the following Infor M3: 13.1 and later versions.

24

This course provides learners with knowledge on how M3 manages and
integrates the business processes for equipment service management and
rental companies. It allows users to gain an understanding of the operational
activities necessary to run the core functions as an integrated business
solution. In the class, attendees execute basic functions, learn the different
settings and work through scenarios that illustrate the functionality available

40

M3: v10x
Learning the
Fundamentals for
ESM&R

Icon Key:
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Course Name

Description

M3: v10x
Processing
Financial
Accounting
for ESM&R

This course will help you use M3 Financial Accounting for the Equipment
Service Management industry effectively. This includes understanding the
main functions of the financial accounting department and how those
functions are supported by M3.

32

M3: v10x
Processing
Financial
Controlling for
ESM&R

This course will provide you with a thorough understanding of M3 Financial
Controlling for the Equipment Service Industry, including internal
accounting and purchase, distribution, and maintenance costing.

24

M3: v10x
Processing
Warehouse and
Inventory
Management for
ESM&R

This course will show you how to use M3 Warehouse and Inventory
Management for the Equipment Service Management industry. This
includes all functions directly or indirectly related to logistics at your
company.

24

M3: v10x
Processing
Procurement
for ESM&R

This course will show you how to use M3 Procurement for the Equipment
Service Management industry. This will help you to support aspects of
procurement such as identifying what to buy, requisitioning, and purchase
order processing.

24

M3: v10x
Processing Sales
and Order
Delivery for
ESM&R

This course will help you to effectively use M3 Sales & Order Delivery for
the Equipment Service Management industry. This includes sales of
equipment as well as sales of spare parts.

24

M3: v10x
Processing
Core Handling
for ESM&R

This course will show you how to effectively use M3 Core Handling. This
includes core handling setup to support the purchase, sale, remanufacture
and maintenance of core equipment.

24

M3: v10x
Configuring
Equipment
Handling for
ESM&R

This course will show you how to effectively use M3 Equipment
Management. This includes all functions to configure the equipment, such
as create basic data for equipment; create an equipment ’As-Built’
structure; configure the equipment using attributes etc.

16

M3: v10x
Processing
Service
Management
for ESM&R

This course will show you how to effectively use M3 Service Management;
covering for example entry of services orders, warranty considerations,
work authorizations, reporting the work activities, delivering the equipment
back to its owner, and invoicing.

32

M3: v10x
Processing
Leasing
Management
for ESM&R

This course will help you to effectively use M3 Leasing Management. This
will help you to customize and streamline your agreement handling, and
minimize administration costs. Covering for example rental agreements
including a leasing calculation; finance equipment externally; invoice
control, administration of amendments and variable interest adjustments.

16

M3: v10x
Processing
Rental
Management for
ESM&R

This course will help you to effectively use M3 Rental Management. This
includes basic agreement handling as well as cross-rental integration,
manage the logistics of equipment delivery and return, plan equipment
utilization etc.

24
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Course Name

Description

Hours

Equipment: Self-paced eLearning
Enterprise Financial Management
M3: v10x
Processing
Accounts
Payable for
ESM&R

Accounts Payable is a complete solution for processing invoices and
making payments efficiently and intelligently. The solution handles
complex transactions quickly and automatically, minimizing the need for
manual processing allowing efficient invoice matching and supplier invoice
approval.

2

M3: v10x
Processing
Accounts
Receivable for
ESM&R

Accounts Receivable provides complete administration, monitoring and
control of customer invoices, credit and payments. The solution handles
complex transactions quickly and automatically, minimizing the need for
manual processing.

2

M3: v10x
Processing Cost
Accounting for
ESM&R

Cost Accounting covers the creation of internal accounting transactions,
how to correct these transactions when necessary and how to analyze the
transactions created for particular process flows.

1

M3: v10x
Processing
Equipment
Profitability for
ESMR

Infor M3 Equipment Profitability Management enables company
management personnel and key users within an Equipment, Service,
Maintenance & Rental (ESM&R) business to monitor the profitability of
equipment handled throughout the organization (sales, service, rentals,
etc) and over the full length of their lifecycle, from “cradle to grave”. The
multidimensional analyses available in Infor M3 Equipment Profitability
Management provide invaluable input to proactive business decisions.

0.5

M3: v10x
Processing
Finance
(Supporting
Processes) for
ESM&R

The financial supporting processes covered in the Quickstep solution
include how to value and revalue inventory, creating a financial report in
Infor M3 and viewing this online, budgeting, sales tax, VAT and trade
statistics.

2

M3: v10x
Processing
Fixed Assets for
ESM&R

Fixed Assets integrates with various Infor M3 modules to provide an
efficient solution to the purchase, sale, depreciation and management of
both traditional fixed assets and rental fixed assets.

1

The General Ledger holds the financial results generated from integrated
transactions and is where further financial information can be processed,
where errors can be corrected and where the financial information can be
viewed and reported upon.

2

M3: v10x
Processing
General
Ledger for
ESM&R

Supply Chain Management
M3: v10x
Processing
Warehouse
Management for
ESM&R

Icon Key:
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Many operational processes involve some kind of interaction with stock in
a distribution warehouse, dept(s) or van(s) by the relevant staff. For
example, received purchased base equipment, cores, components, spare
parts, replenishing and distributing the same between warehouses and
then dispatching the same to the customer. Base equipment, also interacts
with inventory using work orders for customized equipment builds, service,
maintenance and rental. All affect on-hand, available and allocatable
inventory levels. Effective management of inventory in the distribution
warehouse, depots or vans is therefor essential in ensuring the smooth
running of all the afore-mentioned activities.
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Course Name

Description

M3: v10x
Processing
Package
Management for
ESM&R

Package management is handled as an additional package so it can be
used together with QuickStep solutions where it has not been setup. A
typical situation for the usage of package management is when an OEM
(Original Equipment Manufacturer) will send deliveries for a
depot/warehouse where spare parts will be stored in boxes, and then
either used in the depot/warehouse, sent to another depot/warehouse (full
boxes or units) or shipped to a customer (mainly units, may be full boxes).
Another typical situation is when an OEM sends on the same ASN
(Advance Shipping Notice) deliveries for several depots/warehouses. The
packed parts will be received at a depot/warehouse and cross-docked and
allocated to the pending distribution orders. The boxes are often labeled
with the final depot/warehouse address. The package management area is
organized in four parts: Master data, Inpound processes, warehouse
activities, and outbound processes.

3

M3: v10x
Processing
Planning for
ESM&R

The demand and supply planning process links the demand for items
taken from forecasts and customer orders to the supply represented by
distribution, purchasing, Customer Orders and Equipment works orders.
The process starts with establishing demand through the calculation of
sales forecasts based on recent invoice statistics or through the entry of
sales budgets. These expected demand figures are transferred to a supply
chain planning forecast used to drive an MRP/DRP calculation. A series of
planned supply chain orders for distribution and purchasing are generated
by the supply chain planning routine and action messages are assigned to
the detailed supply chain planning records to assist a planner in identifying
when orders need to be rescheduled or planned orders released.

2

M3: v10x
Processing
Procurement for
ESM&R

The purchasing process is made of four different processes or subprocesses: The Procurement process is the main process for different
kinds of materials. A variant of the process is described for indirect
materials. The Goods receiving sub-process may be managed in different
ways depending on the goods receiving method. The Claim handling subprocess manages claims to a supplier for problem orders. Some
Supporting processes are also described.

6

M3: v10x
Processing
Procurement for
EAM

The Purchase process serves the Asset Implementation and Store
Management processes. If you look at the processes from an Equipment
Life Cycle view you will see that the Purchase process normally start the
equipment life cycle.

2

M3: v7x
Processing
Purchase Orders
for EAM

The Purchase process serves the Asset Implementation and Store
Management processes. If you look at the processes from an Equipment
Life Cycle view you will see that the Purchase process normally start the
equipment life cycle.

2

M3: v10x
Processing Store
Management for
EAM

The Store Management process starts with creation of the item master and
link the items to store. Items are shared within the company and can be
used in many stores. The Store Management process closely interacts
with the Asset Implementation process if new positions, equipment and
spares need to be implemented. If you look at the processes from an
Equipment Life Cycle view you will see that parts of the store management
process for spare parts interacts with the equipment life cycle. Stock
checking and stock statistics processes are necessary to ensure stock
levels are up-to-date.

3
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M3: v7x
Processing Store
Management for
EAM

The Store Management process starts with creation of the item master and
link the items to store. Items are shared within the company and can be
used in many stores. The Store Management process closely interacts
with the Asset Implementation process if new positions, equipment and
spares need to be implemented. If you look at the processes from an
Equipment Life Cycle view you will see that parts of the Store
Management process for spare parts interacts with the equipment life
cycle. Stock checking and stock statistics processes are necessary to
ensure stock levels are up-to-date.

3

Manufacturing Operations

M3: v10x
Processing Core
Handling for
ESM&R

The process starts from a customer order entry where the payment will be
performed at a cash desk. Different alternatives are possible. You can
enter a customer order with an immediate and automatic dispatch and
invoicing, and include the payment recording at a cash desk in the
customer order flow. When sold items are being collected (regardless of
whether a cash payment is involved), the dispatch policy will create a
delivery for that customer often with auto-allocation and auto-pick in action.
The payments are validated, normally once a day, so that they updated the
Finance and especially the sales ledger.

4

M3: v10x
Processing
Master Data
Management for
EAM

The EAM implementation uses the Master Data Management process to
create basic data such as store locations, employees, suppliers etc.

1

M3: v7x
Processing
Master Data
Management for
EAM

The EAM implementation uses the Master Data Management process to
create basic data such as store locations, employees, suppliers, etc.

1

Customer Sales and Service

M3: v10x
Processing After
Sales for ESM&R

The sales process covered by these simulations relate to some specific
after-sales scenarios which often arise in the ESM&R industry. A
mechanism for correcting invoices in a controlled and unambiguous
manner, providing a greater level of traceability as a result. Price
adjustment order types also exist to control over or undercharged
amounts. Customer receive goods through the order fulfillment process but
sometimes and for various reasons, those goods are returned by the
customer who then expects to receive a credit note to offset the invoice
they received for those goods. Separate routines are configured to deal
with correcting errors in previously billed order changes.

2

M3: v10x
Processing Buyto-Order for
ESM&R

The buy-to-order process is often an important process in the ESM&R
Industry, where a purchase order may be raised in order to answer a
special requirement, either for a catalog or for an extended catalog item.
The process starts from the customer order entry which raises planned
purchase orders. The linked customer order and purchase order are
managed up to the supplier invoice matching and the customer order
invoicing. Special features are fully taken into account such as: Extended
catalog items, Sales and purchase prices, and Different physical flows.

2
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M3: v10x
Processing Cash
Desk Sales for

The process starts from a customer order entry where the payment will be
performed at a cash desk. Different alternatives are possible. You can
enter a customer order with an immediate and automatic dispatch and
invoicing, and include the payment recording at a cash desk in the
customer order flow. You can enter a “normal” customer order and create
an advance invoice; its payment will be recorded at a cash desk and may
be integrated in the customer order flow too. You can enter a “normal”
customer order and dispatch and invoice it. Change the invoice properties
so that the payment can be recorded at a cash desk, maybe together with
other pending invoices. The dispatch process involved in a cash sale is
often a collection. When sold items are being collected (regardless of
whether a cash payment is involved), the dispatch policy will create a
delivery for that customer often with auto-allocation and auto-pick in action.
The payments are validated, normally once a day, so that they updated the
Finance and especially the sales ledger.

M3: v10x
Processing
Equipment for
ESM&R

The equipment main process is made of a number of supporting
processes grouped into two main parts: Asset Management and
Equipment Supporting Processes. The Equipment Profitability Portal is
described in a separate course.

2

M3: v10x
Processing
Project Orders
for ESM&R

The project management area has pre-configured processes for creating
project elements, budget handling, quotations, and project handling. The
quotation handling process is used to create and manage project
quotations where, for example, material prices will influence on the final
sales price for a product. In a quotation you can include cost and sales
prices from a number of modules and combine these into one quotation.
Project quotations can be used as the basis for real projects. The project
handling process covers all steps from project initiation to final invoice. The
process is restricted to those steps included in the project template created
in the QuickStep solution. Projects can be created as projects or created
based on a project quotation. Key sub-processes included here include
creating new projects, create budgets, creating project schedules, creating
an invoice plan, starting the project, performing activities, tracking and
follow-up, stopping activities, closing activities, invoicing, stopping and
closing the project.

3

M3: v10x
Processing Sales
Order and
Delivery for
ESM&R

There are two distinctly different main Customer Order process flows
configured in the QuickStep ESM&R solution: Sales of spare parts with
warranty and sales of new equipment with attributes.

2

M3: v10x
Processing Sales
(Supporting
Processes) for
ESM&R

Customer order fulfillment is a core process starting with the company
receiving an actual demand from a customer. The process contains
activities from capturing the order, delivering the goods and finally
receiving payment from the customer. It therefore cuts across
organizational boundaries such as customer service, logistics,
warehousing, finance and of course the customer itself. These simulations
describes some of the supporting processes that are particularly pertinent
to the ESM&R industry, such as Warranty of Components and Spare
Parts, equipment sales, the management of backorders and the mass
change of multiple order lines.

4

M3: v10x
Processing
Service Orders
for ESM&R

The service and maintenance areas cover a large number of key
processes for an ESM&R organization and cover both the major work
carried out in the depot and work carried out in the field at the customer's
location. The service and maintenance area has pre-configured processes
for different variants which are described in these simulations.

4
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M3: v10x
Processing
Service Orders
(Supporting
Processes) for
ESM&R

Service supporting processes define the data and processes required to
undertake the main service processes. The supporting processes are a
combination of basic data which is required to support the main processes
(i.e. Service Definition and Agreement creation) and also processes which
are commonly used within many of the main processes (i.e. Scheduling,
Warranty Claims).

2

M3: v10x
Processing
Rental for
ESM&R

Three main scenarios are described in the rental process. In each
scenario, a customer calls an requests the hire of equipment and sale
item. The customer is known and already has a customer account. The
scenario starts with the creation of a rental agreement and follows on with
a typical set of further processses that would see the agreement through to
being completed. In the first scenario, the delivery confirmation is manual.
In the second scenario, the delivery confirmation is automatic. In the third
scenario, the equipment must be X-hired from a 3rd party supplier.

3

M3: v10x
Processing
Rental
(Supporting
Processes) for
ESM&R

A number of supporting processes are necessary in order to complete the
rental process. These simulations cover these supporting processes.

3

M3: v10x
Processing
Leasing for
ESM&R

The purpose of leasing is to take a customer's requirement for a piece of
equipment and rather than pay for the equipment outright, a lease
agreement is created whereby the customer will then pay for the
equipment in monthly installments. In addition funding for the equipment
can be set up and an invoice for the funder to the value of the equipment
sale produced. When the lease duration is due to complete, the leaser
agreement needs to be terminated and the equipment returned. Upon the
equipment being returned, a work order is produced allowing the
equipment to be inspected prior to being returned into stock.

2

M3: v10x
Processing
Leasing
(Supporting
Processes) for
ESM&R

Lease Agreement order fulfillment is a core process starting with the
company receiving an actual demand from a customer. The process
contains activities from capturing the order requirements, sourcing of
equipment, delivering equipment, invoicing, receiving payment from the
customer, returning equipment, servicing equipment, producing a final
invoice and receiving final payment from the customer. This process will
therefore cut across many organizational boundaries such as customer
service, logistics and warehousing, servicing, finance and of course the
customer itself.

2
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Fashion: Instructor-led

M3: v10x
Learning the
Fundamentals for
Fashion
Manufacturing

This course provides learners with knowledge how Infor M3 focuses on
building an integrated foundation for the core needs and processes of the
fashion industry for apparel cut and sew manufacturers (contract
manufacturers).

32

M3: v10x
Learning the
Fundamentals for
Fashion Sourcing

This course provides learners with knowledge how Lawson M3 focuses on
building an integrated foundation for the core needs and processes of the
fashion industry from design, source, distribute companies (brand owners).

32

M3: v10x
Defining Style
and Setup for
Fashion

This course teaches how to setup Infor M3 Style and SKU. It provides
information about the supporting setup like defining the options, features,
connecting the options to features and creating the numbering rule. It also
shows different ways to create an item and style item before the actual
generation of SKU. It demonstrates how to cost an SKU and set a sales
price for the whole style item.

8

M3: v10x
Processing
Purchase Order
for Fashion

This course teaches how to set up, use, and maintain Infor Purchase
Order Processing specifically for the Fashion industry. You will be able to
define key functions that make up purchase processing, identify activities it
supports, describe how it integrates with other M3 modules, understand
key steps for purchase processing, list parameters and basic data needed
before performing purchase order processing.

16

M3: v10x
Processing
Customer Orders
for Fashion

This course teaches how to set up, use, and maintain Infor Customer
Order Processing specifically for the Fashion industry. It provides best
practices for managing order flow and related functionality which include
reliable order information, proactively identify delivery problems in the
supply chain and reschedule orders as needed, manages stock and credit
adjustments, create business specific pricing and discount models and
lastly manage bulk orders.

16

M3: v10x
Processing
Finished Goods
Allocation for
Fashion

Provide learners with knowledge on how to effectively use Lawson M3 Lot
and Allocation Control, and applying this to basic Manufacturing Orders in
the fashion industry. Content applies to Lawson versions 10.1.

8

Fashion: Self-paced eLearning
Enterprise Financial Management
M3: v10x
Processing
Accounts
Payable for
Fashion

Accounts Payable is a complete solution for processing invoices and
making payments efficiently and intelligently. The solution handles
complex transactions quickly and automatically, minimizing the need for
manual processing allowing efficient invoice matching and supplier invoice
approval.

2

M3: v10x
Processing
Accounts
Receivable for
Fashion

Accounts Receivable provides complete administration, monitoring and
control of customer invoices, credit and payments. The solution handles
complex transactions quickly and automatically, minimizing the need for
manual processing. Within this Accounts Receivable section management
of the risk associated with customer debt is also included.

2
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M3: v10x
Processing
Finance
(Supporting
Processes) for
Fashion

The financial supporting processes covered in the Quickstep solution
include average costing for purchased items, processing and analysis of
integrated accounting transactions, inventory valuation, sales tax, VAT and
trade statistics, budgeting and financial reporting.

2

M3: v10x
Processing
General Ledger
for Fashion

The General Ledger holds the financial results generated from integrated
transactions and is where further financial information can be processed,
where errors can be corrected and where the financial information can be
viewed and reported upon.

2

M3: v7x
Processing
Finance for
Fashion

These simulations cover activities within the Account Payable process, the
Accounts Receivable process, the General Ledger process, and the
Finance Supporting processes.

4

Supply Chain Management

M3: v10x
Processing
Warehouse
Management for
Fashion

Many operational processes involve some kind of interaction with stock in
a warehouse. Receiving sourced/procured goods, taking raw materials and
generating finished products, then dispatching those goods to customers
all affect on-hand, available and allocatable stock levels. Effective
management of stock in the warehouse is therefore essential in ensuring
the smooth running of all the afore-mentioned activities. A number of key
supporting processes have been identified and illustraded with simulations
which specifically relate to typical goods stored in a Fashion warehouse.
Apart from actions directly related to customer, purchase and
manufacturing orders, the covered supporting processes must be
managed within the warehouse.

2

M3: v10x
Processing
Distribution
Orders for
Fashion

The Move between Warehouses process is used when transferring stock
from one warehouse to another warehouse. The transaction in Infor M3 is
called Distribution Order (DO). The most typical case is a stock transfer
between a main warehouse where the goods have been either produced
or received from a supplier, and a regional warehouse where small
quantities are kept in stock.

1

M3: v10x
Processing
Package
Management for
Fashion

Package management in Infor M3 is the ability of working with packages
(single or multi-level) throughout the supply chain; from inbound delivery,
in stock, outbound delivery, requires a certain set up of the master data.
Package management can be applied to all sourced, distributed and
procured products but packages from production are not considered in this
scope.

4

M3: v10x
Processing
Planning for
Fashion

Within the Fashion industry it is extremely important to accurately manage
demand and supply with timely information. The budget, forecast and
material planning levels may vary per company and per phase of the
process. The Demand and Supply Planning process is a top-level process
describing the overall link between the demand side consisting of forecasts
and customer orders and the supply side represented by production,
distribution and sourcing/procurement. The process starts with establishing
demand, based on manually entered budgets on planning entities (could
be style or style & color for instance) transferred to planning forecasts
typically down to the item/SKU level and then stops at the creation of
firmed planned orders or released orders for production and
sourcing/procurement.

2
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M3: v10x
Processing
Procure to Pay
for Fashion

Procure to Pay is a core process which covers all activities in sourcing
finished goods and procuring raw materials. The process contains
activities from generation of purchase orders, through order confirmation,
shipment advice, monitoring, goods receiving, inspection, put-away,
invoice matching and payment to the supplier.

4

M3: v10x
Processing
Subcontracted
Items for Fashion

In a number of scenarios the sourcing of finished goods is not purely a
purchase only because the supplier/producer will not acquire himself all
the required fabrics, trimmings, etc to produce the finished goods. The
process has many similarities with a production process but it is not pure
production. It is basically a mixture of sourcing and production.

1

M3: v10x
Processing
Supply Chain
Orders for
Fashion

In a typical Fashion environment a continuous stream of changes in
planning dates, quantities on both supply side as well as demand side
occur. In order to solve a problem manually or automatically it is often not
easy to find all the orders interrelated with one another. For that purpose
Supply Chain Orders exist. They enable the automatic generation of links
down the supply chain from the final demanding order (customer order or
distribution order) to the supplying orders (for instance purchase or
manufacturing order). In each case a chain of lower level orders is created
immediately and these levels are connected together by a supply chain
order number. The number of levels in the supply chain can be controlled
and the supply chain can be stopped at any level and other planning
techniques such as MRP or re-order point can be used below the supply
chain order.

2

M3: v7x
Processing
Warehouse
Management for
Fashion

Many operational processes involve some kind of interaction with inventory
in a warehouse. Receiving purchased goods, taking raw materials and
assembling finished products, then dispatching those goods to customers
and other warehouses all affect on-hand, available and allocatable stock
levels. Effective management of inventory in the warehouse is therefore
essential in ensuring the smooth running of all the afore-mentioned
activities. A number of key supporting processes have been identified
which specially relate to typical goods stored in a Fashion warehouse.

1

M3: v7x
Processing
Planning for
Fashion (QS7.1)

The demand and supply planning process links the demand for items
taken from forecast and customer orders to the supply represented by
distribution, purchasing and to a lesser extent in this environment,
manufacturing orders. The process starts with establishing demand
through the calculation of sales forecasts based on recent invoice statistics
or through the entry of sales budgets. These expected demand figures are
transferred to a planning forecast used to drive an MRP/DRP calculation.
A series of planned orders for manufacturing and purchasing are
generated by the planning routine and action messages are assigned to
the detailed planning records to assist a planner in identifying when orders
need to be rescheduled or planned orders released.

2

M3: v7x
Processing
Purchase Orders
for Fashion

These simulations cover three different processes, or sub-processes,
within the Purchasing process: The Procurement process, the main
process; The goods reception, a sub-process that can be managed in
different ways depending on the goods receiving method; and the
Supporting processes, including activities such as purchase agreements,
transportation time etc.

2
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Manufacturing Operations

Management for
Fashion M3:
v10x
Processing
Master Data

M3: v10x
Processing
Production for
Fashion

These supporting processes aim at creating a new style and SKUs, or
discrete items, and product structures for "production items" or for the use
of value added service or light production. This process also aim at
creating customers and suppliers, as well as the set up of the company
structure. Several activities are needed; they are conducted by several
responsible depending on the company's organization.
Production is a core process which covers all activities in production from
cutting through sewing, finishing, quality inspection and packing. It
includes the allocation and issue of raw materials and the reporting of
material usage and time spent on production for use in financial analysis
and statistics. The process will cut across organizational boundaries
including planning, production, logistics, warehousing, and finance.
Manufacturing orders can be used for production, light production or value
added services. The number of steps might vary depending on what type
of production environment you are working in.

2

2

M3: v10x
Processing
Subcontracted
Operations for
Fashion

Producers within the apparel industry might not be able to execute the full
production process within their own production facilities. Therefore parts of
the production/operations might be subcontracted/outsourced to other
producers. Often components/raw materials/semi-finished products have
to be distributed/moved to the subcontractor and or stock levels might
need to be replenished at the subcontractor. The subcontractor needs the
information of what product to make and what materials should be used as
is normal with a manufacturing order. For the service delivered the
subcontractor gets paid as would be normal with a purchase order. The
scope of the process is the production of a semi-finished or finished
product where one or more operations are subcontracted. There may be
one or more operations in the process, either performed in-house or
subcontracted. The materials used at the subcontractor may be planned
and procured in different ways: either bought to a supplier or
distributed/moved from another warehouse; either MRP- or ROP- planned,
or order-initiated and dedicated to the manufacturing order. A warehouse
is created in Infor M3 for each subcontractor, so that stock levels are
monitored and planned accurately.

2

M3: v7x
Processing
Manufacturing for
Fashion

These simulations cover main Manufacturing processing features and
variants in Fashion.

3

M3: v7x
Processing
Master Data
Management for
Fashion

These simulations cover the four main processes within the Master Data
process.

1

Customer Sales and Service

M3: v10x
Processing Order
to Cash
(Supporting
Processes) for
Fashion

Icon Key:
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Order-to-cash is a core process starting with the company receiving an
actual demand from a customer. The process contains activities from
capturing the order, delivering the goods and finally receiving payment
from the customer. It therefore cuts across organizational boundaries such
as customer service, logistics, warehousing, finance and of course the
customer itself. These simulations describes some of the supporting
processes that are particularly pertinent to the Fashion industry, such as
allocating orders to stock in a batch environment, the management of
backorders and the mass change of multiple order lines due to changes in
the assortment, withdrawals of styles etc.
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Infor M3 Course Catalog

Course Name
to Cash for
M3: v10x
Fashion
Processing Order

Hours

Customer order-to-cash is a core process starting with the company
receiving an actual demand from a customer. The process contains
activities from capturing the order, delivering the goods and finally
receiving payment from the customer. It therefore cuts across
organizational boundaries such as customer service, logistics,
warehousing, finance and of course the customer itself. The QuickStep
Fashion configuration is designed to enable all activities within this process
to take place as smoothly and efficiently as possible whilst retaining all the
necessary detail.

3

M3: v10x
Processing Sales
Orders for
Fashion

The sales processes covered by these simulations relate to some specific
after-sales scenarios which often arise in the Fashion industry. Customers
receive goods through the order-to-cash process but sometimes and for
various reasons, those goods are returned by the customer who then
expects to receive a credit note to offset the invoice they received for those
goods. In addition to returned goods, the invoice value for dispatched
goods may have been incorrect. This process also deals with the steps
involved in issuing a debit note for an undercharged amount or a credit
note when there has been an overcharge. A mechanism for correcting
invoices in a controlled and unambiguous manner, providing a greater
level of traceability as a result. Price adjustment order types also exist to
control over or undercharged amounts. Separate routines are configured
to deal with correcting errors in previously billed order charges.

3

M3: v7x
Processing Order
and Delivery for
Fashion

These simulations cover the activities within the Order Fulfillment process,
including the supporting processes.

6

M3: v7x
Processing Sales
Orders for
Fashion

The Sales processes included in these simulations relate to some specific
after-sales scenarios which often arise in the Fashion industry.

1
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Food and Beverage: Instructor-led
M3: v13x Food
and Beverage
Foundation with
Smart Office Introduction

The Food and Beverage Foundation course introduces how M3 manages
and integrates the business processes of a food and beverage company.
This course covers customer order fulfillment, procurement, and
manufacturing, as well as Enterprise Financial Management for a food and
beverage company. This training is for version(s): 13.1 and later versions.

32

M3: v10x
Learning the
Fundamentals for
Food and
Beverage

This course provides learners with knowledge on how Infor M3 manages
and integrates the business processes of a food & beverage company.
This course takes a hands-on approach that allows users to gain an
understanding of the operational activities necessary to run the core
functions of a food & beverage company as an integrated business
solution. The learners execute basic functions, learn the different settings
and work through scenarios that illustrate available functionality.

32

Food and Beverage: Self-paced eLearning
Enterprise Financial Management
M3: v10x
Processing
Accounts
Payable for Food
and Beverage

Accounts Payable is a complete solution for processing invoices and
making payments efficiently and intelligently. The solution handles
complex transactions quickly and automatically, minimizing the need for
manual processing allowing efficient invoice matching and supplier invoice
approval.

2

M3: v10x
Processing
Accounts
Receivable for
Food and
Beverage

Accounts Receivable provides complete administration, monitoring and
control of customer invoices, credit and payments. The solution handles
complex transactions quickly and automatically, minimizing the need for
manual processing. Within this Accounts Receivable section management
of the risk associated with customer debt is also included.

2

M3: v10x
Processing Cost
Accounting for
Food and
Beverage

Cost Accounting covers the creation of standard cost records, how
average costing is handled in Infor M3, the creation of internal accounting
transactions, how to correct these transactions when necessary and
internal accounting transactions associated with manufacturing orders.

2

M3: v10x
Processing
Finance
(Supporting
Processes) for
Food and
Beverage

The financial supporting processes covered in the Quickstep solution
include inventory and work-in-progress (WIP) valuation, budgeting, sales
tax, VAT, trade statistics and financial reporting.

2

M3: v10x
Processing
General Ledger
for Food and
Beverage

The General Ledger holds the financial results generated from integrated
transactions and is where further financial information can be processed,
where errors can be corrected and where the financial information can be
viewed and reported upon.

2

M3: v7x
Processing
Finance for Food
and Beverage

These simulations cover activities within the Account Payable process, the
Accounts Receivable process, the General Ledger process, and the
Finance Supporting processes.

5
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Supply Chain Management

M3: v10x
Processing
Distribution
Orders for Food
and Beverage

The Distribution Orders process is used when transferring stock from one
warehouse to another warehouse. The most typical case in the Food &
Beverage Industry is a stock transfer between a main warehouse where
the goods have been either produced or received from a supplier, and a
regional warehouse where small quantities are kept in stock; but the
process applies to all kinds of warehouse transfers, which may occur for
different reasons. The process starts from the creation of a planned
distribution order as a result of the MRP calculation and ends with the
internal invoice between the Divisions, if we assume that the warehouses
belong to different Divisions in a common Company. An alternative to this
main process is when an item, which is normally stored in the main
warehouse but not in the regional warehouse, must be delivered to a
customer from the regional warehouse. In this case, a distribution order is
created from a customer order; both orders are linked.

2

M3: v10x
Processing
Package
Management for
Food and
Beverage

Package management in Infor M3 is the ability of working with packages
throughout the supply chain; from inbound delivery, in stock, outbound
delivery, requires a certain set up of the master data. Package
management can be applied to all purchased, distributed and
manufactured products.

3

M3: v10x
Processing
Planning for
Food & Beverage

The planning processes start with the generation of forecasts based on
calculated sales history and sales budgets, through a material
requirements planning run (“MRP”) and finally deals with the required
tasks suggested by action messages and planned orders. Master planning
takes place after an MRP run and is carried out for all items configured as
master scheduled. The sub-process ends with a verified mid-term plan.
The verification means that major resource constraints are known and
planned for. Solutions may include stock build to handle peaks of demand
or increase of capacity during the peaks of demand.

2

M3: v10x
Processing
Procurement for
Food & Beverage

The Procurement process is a core process at the top level starting with
the need to acquire materials for production. The process is triggered by
the planned purchase orders automatically generated by the materials
requirement planning (MRP). The first step in the process is then to group
and adjust planned POs in order to prepare for generating relevant
purchase orders based on those planned orders. The final step in the
process is to make sure that the supplier gets paid for the delivered goods.
The main process is focused on procurement of direct material for
production. However, another process called “Purchasing of indirect
material” is also covered. This process is intended for the purchasing of
other types of items such as spare parts or office supplies. The creation of
the purchase orders may be entirely manual, using requisition orders, or
driven by a re-order point planning method.

2

M3: v10x
Processing
Warehouse
Management for
Food and
Beverage
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Many operational processes involve some kind of interaction with inventory in
a warehouse. Receiving purchased goods, taking raw materials and
generating finished products, then dispatching those goods to customers all
affect on-hand, available and allocatable stock levels. Effective management
of stock in the warehouse is therefore essential in ensuring the smooth
running of all the afore-mentioned activities. A number of key supporting
processes have been identified which specifically relate to typical goods
stored in a Food and Beverage warehouse. Generally speaking, items in this
industry tend to be lot controlled and in many cases have a defined shelf life
after which these perishable goods become unusable. Apart from actions
directly related to customer, purchase, distribution and manufacturing orders,
the covered processes must be managed within the warehouse.
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3

Infor M3 Course Catalog

Course Name
M3: v7x
Processing
Distribution
Orders for
Food and
Beverage

Description

Hours

Distribution orders may be created for different reasons and using different
processes. Typically, there are main warehouses where the goods are
received from the supplier and regional, smaller, warehouses where goods
are received from a main warehouse.

1

M3: v7x
Processing
Planning for
Food and
Beverage

The demand and supply planning process links the demand for items
taken from forecast and customer orders to the supply represented by
manufacturing, purchasing and distribution orders. The process starts with
establishing demand through the calculation of sales forecasts based on
recent invoice statistics or through the entry of sales budgets. These
expected demand figures are transferred to a planning forecast used to
drive an MRP calculation. A series of planned orders for manufacturing,
purchasing and distribution are generated by the planning routine and
action messages are assigned to the detailed planning records to assist a
planner in identifying when orders need to be rescheduled or planned
orders released.

2

M3: v7x
Processing
Purchase Orders
for Food and
Beverage

These simulations cover the four different processes, or sub-processes,
within the Purchasing process: The Procurement process, the main
process; The goods reception, a sub-process that can be managed in
different ways depending on the goods receiving method; Claiming,
another sub-process that is generally used after a goods inspection task, if
some goods have been rejected; and finally the Supporting processes,
cover activities such as purchasing agreements and transportation time for
example.

2

M3: v7x
Processing
Warehouse
Management for
Food and
Beverage

Many operational processes involve some kind of interaction with inventory
in a warehouse. Receiving purchased goods, taking raw materials and
assembling finished products, then dispatching those goods to customers
and other warehouses all affect on-hand, available and allocatable stock
levels. Effective management of inventory in the warehouse is therefore
essential in ensuring the smooth running of all the afore-mentioned
activities. A number of key supporting processes have been identified
which specially relate to typical goods stored in a Food & Beverage
warehouse.

2

Manufacturing Operations
M3: v10x
Processing
Manufacturing for
Food and
Beverage

Manufacturing Execution is a core operational process at the top level
starting with the production department receiving firmed planned
manufacturing orders or released manufacturing orders (MO). The process
contains activities from preparing the actual launch of production against
an MO until finalizing and closing the same MO. Thereby this process will
cut across organizational boundaries such as production, logistics,
warehousing, planning, laboratory & quality and finance.

3

M3: v10x
Processing
Master Data
Management for
Food and
Beverage

These supporting processes aim at creating a new item, customer or
supplier and also the establishment of a company structure. Several
activities are needed; they are conducted by several responsible
depending on the company's organization.

1
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M3: v7x
Processing
Manufacturing for
Food and
Beverage

Manufacturing Execution is a core operational process at the top level
starting with the production department receiving firmed planned
manufacturing orders or released manufacturing orders. The process
contains activities from preparing the actual launch of production against a
manufacturing order until finalizing and closing the same order. Thereby
this process will cut across organizational boundaries such as production,
logistics, warehousing, planning, laboratory & quality and finance.

5

M3: v7x
Processing
Master Data
Management for
Food and
Beverage

Establish a new item, customer or supplier are supporting processes which
aim at creating a new item, customer or supplier. Several activities are
needed; they are conducted by several responsible depending on the
company's organization.

1

Customer Sales and Service

M3: v10x
Processing Order
Fulfillment
(Supporting
Processes) for
Food and
Beverage

Order fulfillment is a core process at the top level starting with the
company receiving an actual demand from a customer. The process
contains activities from capturing the order, delivering the goods and finally
receiving payment from the customer. This process will cut across
organizational boundaries such as customer service, logistics,
warehousing, and finance and of course the customer itself. The order
fulfillment process simulations describes the flow from receiving the order
to accepting payment for the delivered goods. Assumptions are made
about certain complex settings and managing everyday situations that
deviate in some way from the flow. These simulations illustrates some of
the supporting processes that are particularly pertinent to the Food &
Beverage industry, such as route planning, the management of backorders
and the processing of catchweight items.

4

M3: v10x
Processing Order
Fulfillment for
Food and
Beverage

Order fulfillment is a core process at the top level starting with the
company receiving an actual demand from a customer. The process
contains activities from capturing the order, delivering the goods and finally
receiving payment from the customer. This process will therefore cut
across organizational boundaries such as customer service, logistics,
warehousing, finance and of course the customer itself. The main order
fulfillment flow utilizes transport planning functionality but there is a
preconfigured variant to this which we call the “Simple CO Flow”.

4

M3: v10x
Processing Sales
Orders for Food
and Beverage

The sales processes covered by these simulations relate to some specific
after-sales scenarios which often arise in the Food & Beverage industry.
Customers receive goods through the order fulfillment process but
sometimes and for various reasons, those goods are returned by the
customer who then expects to receive a credit note to offset the invoice
they received for those goods. In addition to returned goods, the invoice
value for dispatched goods may have been incorrect. This process also
deals with the steps involved in issuing a debit note for an undercharged
amount or a credit note when there has been an overcharge. A
mechanism for correcting invoices in a controlled and unambiguous
manner, providing a greater level of traceability as a result. Price
adjustment order types also exist to control over or undercharged
amounts. Separate routines are configured to deal with correcting errors in
previously billed order charges.

3
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Course Name

Description

M3: v7x
Processing Order
and Delivery for
Food and
Beverage

These simulations cover the activities within the Order Fulfillment process,
including the supporting processes.

8

The Sales processes included in these simulations relate to sales pricing
and agreements together with some specific after-sales scenarios which
often arise in the Food & Beverage industry.

2

M3: v7x
Processing Sales
Orders for Food
and Beverage
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Industry Specific - Manufacturing
Course Name

Description

Hours
Manufacturing: Instructor-led

M3: v13x
Manufacturing
Foundation with
Smart Office Introduction

Manufacturing Foundation provides learners with knowledge on how Infor
M3 manages and integrates the business processes of a manufacturing
company. This course takes a hands-on approach that allows users to
gain an understanding of the operational activities necessary to run the
core functions of a manufacturing company as an integrated business
solution. The learners execute basic functions, learn the different settings
and work through scenarios that illustrate available functionality. This
training is applicable for the following Infor M3 version(s): 13.1 and later
versions.

32

M3: v10x
Learning the
Fundamentals for
Manufacturing

This course provides learners with knowledge on how Infor M3 manages
and integrates the business processes of a manufacturing company. This
course takes a hands-on approach that allows users to gain an
understanding of the operational activities necessary to run the core
functions of a manufacturing company as an integrated business solution.
The learners execute basic functions, learn the different settings and work
through scenarios that illustrate available functionality

32

Manufacturing: Self-paced eLearning
Enterprise Financial Management
M3: v10x
Processing
Accounts
Payable for
Manufacturing

Accounts Payable is a complete solution for processing invoices and
making payments efficiently and intelligently. The solution handles
complex transactions quickly and automatically, minimizing the need for
manual processing allowing efficient invoice matching and supplier invoice
approval.

2

M3: v10x
Processing
Accounts
Receivable for
Manufacturing

Accounts Receivable provides complete administration, monitoring and
control of customer invoices, credit and payments. The solution handles
complex transactions quickly and automatically, minimizing the need for
manual processing.

2

M3: v10x
Processing
Finance
(Supporting
Processes) for
Manufacturing

The financial supporting processes covered in the Quickstep solution
include product costing, processing and analysis of integrated accounting
transactions, including internal accounting for manufacturing orders,
inventory and work-in-progress (WIP) valuation, budgeting, sales tax, VAT,
trade statistics and financial reporting.

2

M3: v10x
Processing
General Ledger
for Manufacturing

The General Ledger holds the financial results generated from integrated
transactions and is where further financial information can be processed,
where errors can be corrected and where the financial information can be
viewed and reported upon.

2

M3: v7x
Processing
Finance for
Manufacturing

These simulations cover activities within the Account Payable process, the
Accounts Receivable process, the General Ledger process, and the
Finance Supporting processes.

6
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Supply Chain Management

M3: v10x
Processing
Distribution
Orders for
Manufacturing

The Distribution Orders process is used when transferring stock from one
warehouse to another warehouse. The most typical case in the
manufacturing industry is a stock transfer between a main warehouse
where the goods have been either produced or received from a supplier,
and a regional warehouse where small quantities are kept in stock; but the
process applies to all kinds of warehouse transfers, which may occur for
different reasons. The process starts from the creation of a distribution
order proposal as a result of the MRP (Materials Requirement Planning) or
ROP (Reorder Point) calculation and ends either with the goods receipt, or
with the internal invoice between the Divisions, if the warehouses belong
to different divisions in a same company.

M3: v10x
Processing
Planning for
Manufacturing

The demand and supply planning process links the demand for items
taken from forecasts and customer orders to the supply represented by
manufacturing, distribution and purchase orders. The process starts with
establishing demand through the entry, reviewing and manual adjustments
of sales budgets. These expected demand figures are transferred to a
planning forecast used to drive an MRP/DRP calculation. A series of
planned orders for manufacturing, purchasing and, in the case of a multiwarehouse configuration, distribution are generated by the planning
routine and action messages are assigned to the detailed planning records
to assist a planner in identifying when orders need to be rescheduled or
planned orders released.

2

M3: v10x
Processing
Procurement for
Manufacturing

The purchasing process consists of four different main or sub-processes:
The procurement process is the main process. The goods receiving is a
sub- process that may be managed in different ways depending on the
goods receiving method. The claiming process is generally used after
goods inspection task, if some goods have been rejected. Finally some
supporting processes are described.

2

M3: v10x
Processing
Supply Chain
Orders for
Manufacturing

Supply chain orders connect several levels of manufacturing and supply
together. The process can start either with the entry of a customer order,
or with the release of a distribution order. In each case a chain of lower
level orders is created immediately and are connected together by a
supply chain order number. The number of levels in the supply chain can
be controlled and the supply chain can be stopped at any level and other
planning techniques such as MRP or re-order point can be used below the
supply chain order.

2

M3: v10x
Processing
Warehouse
Management for
Manufacturing

Many operational processes involve some kind of interaction with inventory
in a warehouse. Receiving purchased goods, taking raw materials and
generating finished products, then dispatching those goods to customers
and other warehouses all affect on-hand, available and allocatable stock
levels. Effective management of inventory in the warehouse is therefore
essential in ensuring the smooth running of all the afore-mentioned
activities. A number of key supporting processes have been identified
which specifically relate to typical goods stored in a manufacturing
warehouse. Some items in this industry are lot controlled and in many
cases have a defined shelf life after which these perishable goods become
unusable.

2

M3: v7x
Processing
Distribution
Orders for
Manufacturing

Distribution orders may be created for different reasons and using different
processes. Typically, there are main warehouses where the goods are
received from the supplier and regional, smaller, warehouses where the
goods are received from the main warehouse.

2
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M3: v7x
Processing
Planning for
Manufacturing

The demand and supply planning process links the demand for items
taken from forecast and customer orders to the supply represented by
manufacturing, purchasing and distribution orders. The process starts with
establishing demand through the entry of sales budget which are then
reviewed and where necessary manually amended. These expected
demand figures are transferred to a planning forecast at item warehouse
level used to drive an MRP calculation. A series of planned orders for
manufacturing, purchasing and distribution are generated by the planning
routine and action messages are assigned to the detailed planning records
to assist a planner in identifying when orders need to be rescheduled or
planned orders released.

2

M3: v7x
Processing
Purchase Orders
for Manufacturing

These simulations cover the four different processes, or sub-processes,
within the Purchasing process: The Procurement process, the main
process including indirect procurement; The goods receiving, a subprocess that can be managed in different ways depending on the goods
receiving method; Claiming, another sub-process that is generally used
after a goods inspection task, if some goods have been rejected; and
finally the Supporting processes, cover activities such as purchasing
agreements and transportation time for example.

2

M3: v7x
Processing
Warehouse
Management for
Manufacturing

Many operational processes involve some kind of interaction with inventory
in a warehouse. Receiving purchased goods, taking raw materials and
assembling finished products, then dispatching those goods to customers
and other warehouses all affect on-hand, available and allocatable stock
levels. Effective management of inventory in the warehouse is therefore
essential in ensuring the smooth running of all the afore-mentioned
activities. A number of key supporting processes have been identified
which specially relate to typical goods stored in Manufacturing
warehouses.

2

Manufacturing Operations

M3: v10x
Processing
Manufacturing for
Manufacturing

Manufacturing Execution is a core operational process at the top level
starting with the production department receiving firmed planned
manufacturing orders or released manufacturing orders (MO). The process
contains activities from preparing the actual launch of production against
an MO until finalizing and closing the same MO. Thereby this process will
cut across organizational boundaries such as production, logistics,
warehousing, planning, laboratory & quality and finance.

1

M3: v10x
Processing
Manufacturing
Variants for
Manufacturing

These simulations describes variants in the manufacturing execution
process, and supporting processes.

2

M3: v10x
Processing
Master Data
Management for
Manufacturing

These supporting processes aim at creating a new item, customer or
supplier. Several activities are needed; they are conducted by several
responsible depending on the company's organization.

1

M3: v10x
Processing
Subcontracted
Operations for
Manufacturing

The scope of the process is the manufacturing of a semi-finished product
where one or more operations are subcontracted. There may be one or
more operations in the process, either performed in-house or
subcontracted. The materials used at the subcontractor may be planned
and procured in different ways: either bought to a supplier or distributed
from a warehouse; either MRP- or ROP- planned, or order-initiated and
dedicated to the manufacturing order. A warehouse is created in Infor M3
for each subcontractor, so that stock levels are monitored and planned
accurately.

2
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M3: v7x
Processing Key
Manufacturing
Features for
Manufacturing

These simulations cover the key Manufacturing processing features and
variants in the Manufacturing industry.

6

M3: v7x
Processing
Master Data
Management for
Manufacturing

Establish a new item, customer or supplier are supporting processes which
aim at creating a new item, customer or supplier. Several activities are
needed; they are conducted by several responsible depending on the
company's organization.

1

Customer Sales and Service

M3: v10x
Processing Order
Fulfillment for
Manufacturing

Order fulfillment is a core process starting with the company receiving an
actual demand from a customer. The process contains activities from
capturing the order, delivering the goods and finally receiving payment
from the customer. This process will therefore cut across organizational
boundaries such as customer service, logistics, warehousing, finance and
of course the customer itself. The main order fulfillment flow utilizes
transport planning functionality but there is a preconfigured variant to this
which we call the “Simple CO Flow”.

4

M3: v10x
Processing Order
Fulfillment
(Supporting
Processes) for
Manufacturing

The order fulfillment process description document describes the flow from
receiving the order to accepting payment for the delivered goods.
Assumptions are made about certain complex settings and managing
everyday situations that deviate in some way from the flow. These
simulations describes some of the supporting processes that are
particularly pertinent to the manufacturing industry, such as route planning,
the management of backorders and pick face replenishment.

4

M3: v10x
Processing Sales
Orders for
Manufacturing

The sales processes covered by these simulations relate to sales pricing
and agreements together with some specific after-sales scenarios which
often arise in the Manufacturing industry. Pricing and agreements deals
with the setting up and processing of sales prices, discounting rules and
the different types of sales agreements configured in the solution. A
mechanism for correcting invoices in a controlled and unambiguous
manner, providing a greater level of traceability as a result. Price
adjustment order types also exist to control over or undercharged
amounts. Customers receive goods through the order fulfillment process
but sometimes and for various reasons, those goods are returned by the
customer who then expects to receive a credit note to offset the invoice
they received for those goods. Separate routines are configured to deal
with correcting errors in previously billed order charges.

3

M3: v7x
Processing Order
and Delivery for
Manufacturing

These simulations cover the activities within the Order Fulfillment process,
including the supporting processes.

8

M3: v7x
Processing Sales
Orders for
Manufacturing

The Sales processes included in these simulations relate to sales pricing
and agreements together with some specific after-sales scenarios which
often arise in the Manufacturing industry.

3
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